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PREFACE

"International Topical Meeting on ICF Research by Light-

Ion Beam" was held on May 11 and 12, 1982, at Technological Uni-

versity of Nagaoka, financially supported by the Scientific Re-

search Fund of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture

as well as the Collaborating Research Program of the Institute

of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University. About forty-five partic-

ipants including observers have attended at the meeting to pres-

ent their research results or to discuss the related topics.

During the Meeting, eighteen papers were presented in the

following subjects; (A) Generation and Focusing of LIB, (B) LIB

Transport, (C) Target Design and Interactions, and (D) Pulse-

Power Technology and Reactor Design. An excellent summary talk

was given by Dr. S. A. Goldstein of Naval Research Laboratory.

This was the first International Meeting held in Japan on

the field of LIB-ICF. The meeting has has the significant im-

portance from the view point that in Japan preliminary investi-

gations for particle-beam application to fusion research, espe-

cially ICF by LIB have just started but been developed inten-

sively and that the number of scientists in these fields are

rapidly increasing at the present stage.

Finally, it should be noted here that the Meeting and the

Proceedings have been accomplished strongly supported by the

efforts of Organizing Committee, particularly of Professor

Kiyoshi Yatsui of The Technological University of Nagaoka.

Keishiro NIU

Tokyo Inst. of Technology
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HIGH-INTENSITY LIGHT-ION BEAM RESEARCH AT NRL+

G. Cooperstein, R. J. Barker*, D. G. Colombant, A. Drobot**, Shyke A.
Goldstein*, R. A. Meger*, D. Mosher, P. F. Ottinger*.

F. L. Sandel*, S. J. Stephanakis and F. C. Young

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375

ABSTRACT

High-brightness proton beams (.4 MA, 1 MV) have recently been
extracted from 20 cm2 axial pinch-reflex diodes (PRDs) mounted on the NRL
Gamble I I generator. A source power brightness of > 10 TW/cmzradz was
achieved in these experiments. A new barrel-shaped equitorial PRO that can
be coupled to PBFA-II has also been operated on Gamble I I and has demon-
strated 50% proton efficiency with predominately azimithally-symmetric
charged-particle flow. In other experiments the stopping power of deu-
terons in hot plasmas was measured using a PRO on Gamble I I . Results show
about 409 enhancement in stopping power over that in cold targets when the
beam was focused to about .25 MA/cm . Research is also being performed on
transporting ion beams in large-diameter channels (> 2.5 cm) and on a post-
transport, plasma-fi l led, magnetic-focusing section" to bring the beam to
pel let dimensions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent NRL experiments and theory have investigated key aspects of

two ignition-system configurations for I1ght-1on-dr1vers on PBFA-II .* '2

The f i rs t configuration ties all 36 modules to a single barrel-shaped

radial ion diode with 1 m dimensions surrounding the pellet located on the

diode axis of symmetry. The barrel diameter must be small enough to permit

focusing to pellet dimensions but large enough to permit t ime-of-f l ight

bunching of the beam from the power-pulse duration to the pellet-driving

time. The second configuration uses groups of modules to drive small-area

disc-like axial ion diodes each of which focuses a beam into a 2-discharge

transport channel3 about 2 m long and a few cm in diameter. Each channel

is terminated in a short, higher-current discharge which magnetically foc-

uses the beam onto the p e l l e t . 2 ' 4 Beam transport allows the diode focusing

length to be much less than the bunching length and the post-transport

magnetic-focusing allows larger-diameter beams to be transported and then

focused. Such a system 1s schematically illustrated in Fig. 1
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Fig. 1. Schematic of
modular Light-Ion ICF
system.

Ongoing research is evaluating pinch-reflex diodes (PRDs) for both

ignition system configurations. Barrel-shaped equitorial PRD experiments

on the NRL Gamble II device operating at 1.2 MV and .8 MA have demonstrated

50% proton efficiency with predominately azimuthally-symmetric charge'd-

particle flow, average beam-divergence half-angles in the 1-2° range

between filaments, and good agreement with theoretical scaling laws.5 This

low divergence leads to a high brightness beam as defined in Sec. II. A

high-power diode of similar design is now being tested on PBFA-II.6 High-

brightness proton beams (.4 MA, 1 MV) have recently been extracted from

20 cnr axial PRDs mounted on Gamble II. A source power brightness of

10 TW/cnrrad' was achieved by minimizing the vacuum gap between the anode

and cathode-transmission foils, thereby reducing the disruptive effects of

filamentation in the vacuum gap. Similar diodes have produced nearly 2

TW, 100 kJ proton and deuteron beans with 70% ion production efficiency on

the Physics International PITHON generator.8

Other experiments on Gamble II have employed 20 cnr axial PRDs to

measure the energy loss of deuteron beams in subrange Mylar and aluminum

targets located at the beam focus. These targets are sandwiched between

thin CD2 layers so that ion-energy loss could be determined from time-of-

f1?ght analyses of the two neutron pulses. Results show about 40% enhance-

ment in stopping power^ over that in cold targets when the beam is focused

to about .25 MA/cm^. Results of these and other lower-current-density

measurements are in excellent agreement with calculated stopping due to

free and bound electrons at ionization levels expected from ion-target

heating. Factor-of-two enhancements over cold stopping for light- and

heavy-ion beams are predicted at target temperatures expected for break-

even pellets.
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New stability constraints have recently been combined with channel-
MHD and energy-loss constraints to define an operational window for trans-
port of various light-ion species. Calculations of two-stream- and fila-
raentation-instability growth rates show that multi-terawatt beams can be
transported a few meters in channels a few centimeters in diameter.^'^
Less than 10 channels would be sufficient to transport PBFA-II level beams
and ignite a pellet provided that final magnetic focusing can be utilized
to focus each transported beam. A proof-of-principie experiment for final

focusing has been carried out on Gamble II using a 100 kA discharge channel
i ?

4 cm in diameter and 8 cm long mounted in front of the diode. Experi-
ments in which a transported beam will be focused are planned.

Section II will review recent high brightness diode experiments on
Gamble II. The new barrel-shaped equitorial PRD concept and preliminary
Gamble II results will be reviewed in Section III. Section IV will discuss
the energy loss experiments of deuteron beams in subrange Mylar and alu-
minum targets. Finally transport considerations in large diameter channels
and final focusing concepts and experiments will be discussed in Section V.

II. ION BEAM BRIGHTNESS STUDIES

Beam power brightness at the diode imposes the ultimate limit on
the ability to focus ion beams onto targets. The PRD which has been previ-
ously described13'14 and which is illustrated in Fig. 2 has been studied

electron
trajectory

cathode
annulus

ion
trajectory

onode
back
plate

current
return
button

cathode
transmission

foil

Fig. 2. Pinch-reflex-diode.
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with respect to its performance as a source of high current density, low

divergence ion beams. Both experimental and theoretical efforts are

underway. Electron-filamentation instabilities which may occur in the

electrode plasmas and vacuum gap are currently under investigation. Small-

scale perturbations in diode electromagnetic fields associated with such

instabilities can degrade brightness. In addition to their effects on beam

brightness, varying electromagnetic fields and elect rode-plasma motion also

introduce time-dependent aberrations in the focusing properties of the

diode. Changes in diode geometry and electrode materials are being

investigated experimentally in order to determine their effects on the

instabilities.

Provided that ion efficiency is not reduced and beam-divergence is

not degraded, diode-beam brightness can be increased by reducing the diode

radius. In recent 1 TW diode experiments on Gamble II, .6 TW proton beams

were extracted from 20 cm^-area anode foils. The ion beam brightness was

measured crudely by a shadowbox technique^ that uses multiple pinhole

images of the ion beam. The recording plates used were either brass or

cellophane. The brass is heated up by the impinging ion beam causing zinc

to collect on the surface. Small features of ion beamlets can be clearly
3 2

recorded provided their current density is high (J.. ~ 10 A/cm ). The cel-

lophane is more sensitive and records current densities down to 10 A/cm .

Using these plates with the multiple hole shadowbox mounted far enough from

the diode one can reconstruct the ion source pattern and its divergence.

The ion source exhibited 10 to 20 beamlets for this small radius diode.

Each beamlet had a size of about 1 cm In diameter. The beam divergence

changed drastically when the gap, A, between the anode and the cathode

inner foil was changed. The half angle of the diverging beam cone, 68, was

measured to be ~ .1 rad at a gap of 1.5 cm and ~ .05 rad at a gap of .5

cm. The divergence was observed as a conic structure with no preference to

radial or azimuthal direction.

A simple calculation to explain beam divergence versus gap width

was performed assuming that the total ion beam current (450 kA) was distri-

buted equally among 15 sources each having a diameter of 1 cm. Self-

pinching of these ion beamlets by self-magnetic fields would result

in 58=.08A//7~ for protons at a voltage V measured in HV. The experimental

results at V » 1.2 MV show that 59 agrees well with the predicted value at

the larger gap of A=1.5 cm. At the smaller gap the plasma motion from the
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cathode (2xlO6 ctn/s) and anode (5x106 cm/s) reduce A from its initial value

of .5 cm to a lower value of about .2 cm at peak power. The calculated

divergence is then .015 rad compared with the observed divergence of .05

rad. The larger experimental divergence cannot be explained by magnetic

fields and must therefore be due to electric fields.

Two mechanisms have been identified for distortion of equipoten-

tials. The first is associated with plasrra hydrodynamics when the anocfe

plasma is formed at discrete spots and expands in a two dimensional manner

generating bulges on the anode. Since the conductive anode plasma prevents

electric field penetration it distorts the equipotential structure close to

its surface. Such sootty structure is clearly seen in the shadowbox pin-

hole images and was also observed using interferometry on the PITHON exper-

iment. The second mechanism is electron beam filamentation in vacuum.

The resultant space charge structure introduces azimuthal and radial com-

ponents to the electric field in addition to the axial field.

The two mechanisms mentioned would have caused large divergences

(68~.2 rad) if the electric field would have been compressed against the

anode plasma where the ions are launched. The PRO, however, operates by

screening the ion beam space charge with the relativistic electrons that

pinch and reflex through the anode plasma. This action allows the equipo-

tentials to be spread across the entire diode gap unlike the magnetically

insulated diode that only operates at high ion current density when the

equipotentials are pushed against the anode plasma. The observed

lower 58 of .05 rad is a clear experimental demonstration that even at this

average ion source current density of 20 kA/cnr the PRO is operating as a

space charge enhanced source rather than an electric field enhanced source.

The beam brightness (JV/662) observed for V = 1.2 MV, J = 20 kA/:m2

and 66- .05 rad is ~ 10 TW /cm rad . Scaling this figure up with voltage

to the 3 MV level and assuming a factor-of-4 bunching during transport

without brightness loss, leads to a modular-beam brightness of about 250

TW/cm2rad2. if 40X of the solid angle surrounding a pellet is subtended by

final-focus exit apertures, on target power densities approaching 100

Tw/cm2 might then be achievable with existing PRDs.

III. EQUITORIAL-PINCH-REFLEX DIODE

A new version of the NRL PRO has been designed to operate on the
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radial t r ip late geometry of PBFA-I. A conceptual schematic is shown in
Fig. 3. This diode produces two cylindrical ly-symmetric sheet beams of
electrons which flow from top and bottom by self-magnetic pinching and
reflexing action on the anode fo i l to a common line pinch around the equa-
tor of the diode, hence the name equitorial-pinch-reflex diode (EPRD).

- I Torr Air I Vacuum

Fig. 3. Equitorial-pinch-
reflex diode.

Although this diode appears to be a simple topological variation of
the conventional PRD, there are a number of basic conceptual differences.
There is no electron-space-charge-density enhancement as occurs with the
conventional axial PRD because there is no radially converging electron
flow towards the diode axis. This lack of electron convergence leads to a
constant ion current density rather than one that increases inversely with
the distance from the diode axis as in the axial PRD. These ions produce
an azimuthal focusing magnetic field in the gap between the anode and cath-
ode foils which increases proportionally to the distance from the
equator. This in turn leads to a natural self-focusing of the ion beam
even from a flal anode foil. Any additional spherical curvature of the
anode foil simply adds to this natural self-focusing in a manner similar to
simple geometric optics. This ~,e if -focusing is in contrast to the conven-
tional PRD where the self-magnetic field from the ion current leads to a
constant bending angle which must be compensated for by an aspheric
focusing anode foil.
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The other major difference and advantage of the EPRD over the con-
ventional PRD is that the ratio of ion current to electron current, I-j/Ie.
is decoupled from the diode impedance Z. In contrast, in a conventional
PRD I J / L scales like R/D and Z scales like D/R, which lead to high Ion
efficiency only for low impedance diodes (i.e., R/D>>1). For a given
anode-cathode gap spacing, D, and diode radius, R, the impedance of the
EPRD is proportional to D/R as with the conventional PRD, however, I^/Ig is
proportional to H/D (i.e., the electron path length/che ion path length)
and is independent of diode radius or diode impedance. Thus, for any cur-
rent equal to or above the critical current, the ion production efficiency
can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the separation between the two
disc cathodes. These properties were verified using a particle-in-cell
code.

The EPRD has been testeo on NRL's Gamble II generator by driving
only the upper half of the diode shown in Fig. 3 in a coaxial-feed geo-
metry. The Gamble diode !s designed for negative-polarity operation of
Gamble II to allow optical alignment. This arrangement requires diagnostic
connections through transit-time-insulator cables installed in the coaxial
water line. The anode radius is 7 cm and several anode foil materials
including Mylar, polyvinyl acetate and polyethylene are being studied as
ion sources. Anode lengths of 5, 10 and 15 cm have been used to provide
configurations where the electron path length in the diode is respectively
less than, comparable to, and greater than the diode radius. Typical
anode-cathode gaps are 3.5 to 6 mm. Diagnostics include x-ray pinhole
cameras, probes for measurement of net ion current, total diode current and
diode voltage, arrays of ion collector probes, ion beam pinhcle imaging to
determine beam uniformity, direction and divergence, and various witness
plate configurations. A differentially-pumped cylindrical neutralizing gas
cell can be deployed inside the cathode-foil cylinder for studying radial
convergence of the ion beam under near field-free conditions.

Initial experiments have shown the diode to be an efficient ion
source and a good electrical match to the accelerator. Net ion currents on
the order of 400 kA have been measured with diode impedances of 1.5-2 a.
Azimuthally-symmetric electron and ion current flow has been observed. The
diode impedance has been shown to be a linear function of anode-cathode gap
but practically Independent of diode axial height as predicted by theory.
Definite limits to the anode surface area which can be uniformly turned on
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at a given diode power level have been observed. Filamentation of mode
number ~ 100 has been observed at the cathode with concomitant filamen-
tation with mode number ~ 10 in the electron flow down the anode. Enhanced
ion production has been observed from anode areas containing these fila-
ments. Imaging of ion beamlets shows time-averaged half-angle divergence
of }.-Z" from areas not containing filaments while ions from filamented
areas have 10-15° time-averaged half-angle divergences, principally in the
azimuthal direction. Experiments to reduce the beam filamentation are in
progress. Sandia National Laboratory is presently testing a high power
diode of similar design on PBFA-I.*"

IV. ENERGY LOSS EXPERIMENT

Theoretical research^ indicates that at the ionization levels of
ICF pellet plasmas the stopping power of light ions may be enhanced by a
factor-of-two over that in the cold target. In this section, measurements
of the energy loss of MeV deuterons in plasmas formed by focusing intense
Gamble II ion beams (1 MeV, .2 MA, 20 ns) onto subrange-thick targets are
presented. The results demonstrate that the stopping power of the heated
target is enhanced over that of the cold target.

For these energy-loss measurements, a spherically-contoured PRO

(Fig. 4) is used to produce an intense deuteron beam focus about 4 cm

CD, coated
anode foil .cathode Target Detail

Fig. 4. Experimental set
up for energy-loss measure-
ments.

from the anode. The .01 cm thick plastic anode foil is coated with deuter-
ated polyethylene (CDg) to provide deuterons. A planar anode foil version
of the diode is used for lower current density experiments. With planer
anodes, the ion beam is focused onto targets about 10 cm from the center of
the anode.
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The experimental technique for determining the deuteron-energy loss
uses neutron time-of-flight (TOF) with a multilayered target.' The target
consists of a subrange stopping foil sandwiched between .3-um and 1.0-um
thick layers of CDg (Fig. 4). Measurements of the d-d neutron TOF from the
two CDo targets are used to determine both the incident deuteron energy and
the deuteron energy loss in the stopping foil on each shot. Neutrons are
detected in the forward-beam direction and reaction kinematics " are used
to extract deuteron energies. The thickness of the stopping foil is ad-
justed so that neutrons from the two CD2 targets can be resolved. In these
experiments, 6.4-un Mylar and aluminum stopping foils are used.

Figure 5 shows a typical trace from the neutron TOF detector.

Fig. 5. Neutron TOF trace
for Mylar stopping foil,
spherical diode and 7.6 m
flight path.

Bremsstrahlung radiation from the diode saturates the detector output, but
neutron responses from the CD£ targets are TOF delayed and are resolved
about 260 ns after the bremsstrahlung signal. Neutrons are emitted prima-
rily during the time of high voltage and current so that the neutron output
is maximum at peak ion power. The time interval between the peak of the
ion power and the peak or the first neutron pulse therefore determines tne
neutron energy from the front CD2 target and, by kinematic calculation, the
incident deuteron energy. A small correction (< 5S) is made to the TOF
measurement for the flight time of deuterons from the anode to the
target. The neutron signal is shown in the insert of Fig. 5. The flat
background from the bremsstrahlung tail has been subtracted from the trace
in the insert. The time separation of the two neutron peaks provides a
direct measure of the deuteron energy loss in the stopping foil.

- 9 -



Focused ion current densities of 50 kA/cm2 for the planar diode and
250 kA/cm£ for the spherical diode are estimated for these experiments
using previous proton results *4 using the measured total ion currents.
Uncertainties of ±30% are assigned to the current densities obtained in
this way. The results of stopping-power measurements using both planar and
spherical diodes are presented in Fig. 6. For each case, the measurements

Fig 6. Comparison of enerqy loss
measurements with planar \a and
b) and spherical (c and d) diodes
with energy losses (curves) cal-
culated for cold-target.

10 12

NCIOENT DEUTERON ENERGT ( X V I

0 12

* C 8 E N T OEUTEBON ENEfm (>W1

are compared to the cold-target energy loss deduced from measurements of
stopping cross sections by Andersen and Ziegler.*' The measured energy
losses are significantly larger than cold-target values in all cases except
for the planar diode with a Mylar target. In this case, the measurements
are consistent with cold-target values.

The deuteron energy losses deviate from that in a cold-target when
sufficient ionization occurs in the stopping medium. The average ioni-
zation for aluminum and polyethylene with internal energy density parame-
terized from "SESAME"18 are shown in Fig. 7. It is assumed that the
free-electron production for Mylar is similar to that for CH2. The inter-
nal energies corresponding to the experimental conditions for planar and
spherical diodes are also indicated. It was calculated that - 75% of the
deposited energy is converted into internal energy during the beam pulse.
The rest is in kinetic expansion and radiation losses. This fraction is
based on LASNEX hydrocode calculations which model this experiment.

- 10 -



Fig. 7. Average ionization state
(z) versus internal energy
density (e) for aluminum and
plastic (CH2).

These calculations indicate that the target has expanded to about 2-mm
thickness at the peak of the power pulse, and that the electron temperature
is 4 to 5 ev at 50 kA/cm2 and 13 to 17 eV at 250 kA/cm2 for an aluminum
stopping foil. Similar results for Mylar are ~3 eV at 50 kA/cm2 and 9 to
11 eV at 250 kA/cm2. The calculated enti-gy losses at peak power are shown
as solid triangles in Fig. 6, and are in reasonable agreement with the
measurements. For the experimental conditions where a significant number
of free electrons are produced in the stopping foil, the measured deuteron
stopping is enhanced (Fig. 6b, c and d). If the energy deposition produces
less ionization, the measured energy loss is consistent with cold-target
stopping (Fig. 6a).

V. TRANSPORT AND FINAL FOCUSING

Intense light-ion beam transport in z-discharge channels provides
accelerator standoff from ICF targets and allows time-of-flight bunching
of the beam to higher intensity. Stability constraints combined with chan-
nel expansion and beam-energy loss constraints define an operational window
for ion transport. The stability constraints are derived from the require-
ments to avoid significant growth of the electron-beam ion two-stream
instability, the beam-filamentation instability and the channel-filament-
ation instability. The channel-expansion constraint results from
demanding that the JxB-driven radial expansion of the channel occurs on a
time scale longer than the beam-pulse duration.20 Finally, the beam
energy-loss constraint requires that no more than 25% of the beam energy is
lost during transport.

The constraints have been derived for arbitrary beam-ion species in
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order to evaluate the advantages of higher-atomic-weight ions. The beam
energy, beam radius and channel density are also free parameters which have
been varied in order to determine their effects on the operational
window. In all cases, the channel gas was taken as deuterium. This allows
the use of a simple model for channel heating and has the advantage of
reduced radial acceleration due to the passing beam at the same stopping-
power as hydrogen.

Results for beams of H+, D+, He + 2 and C + 6 show that a larger oper-
ational window exists for the higher-atomic-weight species. This is a
consequence of their lower currents at equivalent transported power
levels. Raising the channel density somewhat above the optimum for minimum
beam-energy loss during transport relaxes the two-stream and channel-fi1a-
mentation stability constraints and the channel-expansion constraint while
only slightly modifying the energy-loss constraint. Increasing the beam
radius relaxes the two-stream stability constraint and considerably reduces
the channel-expansion and beam energy-loss constraints.

It is determined that multi-terawatt beams can be transported a few
meters in large-radius channels with beam divergence half angles of .1 to
,1 radians. Such angles are presently attainable with PRDs. If time-of-
flight bunching during transport and final focusing after transport are
employed, less than 10 (and as few as 4) channels are required to deliver
the power needed to ignite a pellet. Such a system is conceptually illu-
strated in Fig. 1.

Theoretical results show factor-of-ten increases in final-focused
ion-current density for beams transported in hollow channels. Channels
which carry discharge current in the channel interior result in beam-
brightness loss during transport and hence cannot be compressed as well by
the final focusing cell. Focusing cells which are 1/8 of an ion-betatron-
wavelength long focus the beam an additional 1/8-wavelength beyond the exit
of the focusing cell. This 1-2 cm drift length is the stand-off distance
separating the cell exit from the pellet. High plasma densities can be
employed in the short focusing cell without excessive beam-energy loss in
order that the plasma-MHD response can be minimized. These high densities
combined with a thin transmission foil at the exit of the cell discourage
pellet preheat from focusing-cell plasma plumes.

A final-focus system was designed and fielded on the Gamble II
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accelerator.12 Figure 8 shows a schematic representation of the channel.

Fig. 8. Final focusing experi-
ment mounted on front of Gamble II
diode.

FOCUSING DRIFT
CELL KECKJN

S T«r A* I Tori Ui,

A discharge of - 100 kA was initiated by an external capacitor bank along
the Lexan insulator (shaded region in Fig. 8) which was filled with 5-10
Torr of air. Channel currents were chosen to match a 1/4 betatron wave-
length for the ions with the 8 cm channel length. No attempt in these
early proof-of-principle experiments was made to synchronize the ion beam
injection with the time dependent channel current density distribution. A
convex pinch-reflex type anode was used to partially offset the self
pinching of the ion beam in the diode and provide a nearly parallel trajec-
tory injected ion beam. When aluminum witness plates were used, rear
surface spall only appeared over the aperture region when the focusing
current was turned on. Further experiments with shadowboxes placed down-
stream of the aperture confirmed that no large scale mixing of the ion
orbits in the 1/4 betatron wavelength focusing cell occurred during
focusing. Further experiments where the channel current distribution is
optimized for a given beam injection condition are planned. Eventually,
experiments will be performed with this final-focus system placed at the
exit of the transport system.
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Generation and Geometric Focusing of an Intense Pulsed
Light-Ion Beam at Nagaoka

Katsumi Masugata, Akira Tokuchi, Masao Matsui and Kiyoshi Yatsui
Laboratory of Beam-Fusion Technology, The Technological Univ-

ersity of Nagaoka, Nagaoka, Niigata 949-54

ABSTRACT
Systematic studies have been carried out on the generation

and geometric focusing of an intense pulsed light-ion beam in the
Nagaoka ETIGO-I. Using a geometric focusing with magnetically
insulated diode, we have studied the focusing properties of the
proton beam. Local divergence is found to be less effective on
the focusing. Deviation of ion trajectories from the ideal ones
(or aberration) strongly affects the focusing. An annular dis-
tribution of an ion-current density observed experimentally is
found by ion-trajectory calculation to be a space-charge effect.
The space-charge neutralization factor is estimated to be more
than 99.9 %.

Recently, considerable attention has been given in the liter-

ature to inertial-confinement fusion (ICF) by an intense pulsed

light-ion beam (LIB).1-1 The LIB focusing ' is one of the im-

portant themes to achieve ICF by LIB effectively. To estimate

quantitatively the focusing ability of the LIB, we here introduce

the total divergence angle (e) as

9 = t a n ' V / f ) , (1)

where r is the focusing radius of LIB where half the total ion

current is involved, and f is the focusing distance from the anode

(see Fig. 1). Even with a magnetically-insulated diode (MID)

that has been reported to have the smallest divergence in the ion

diodes, there has been found

to be 6 > 2°. We consider

that the angle basically

consists of three factors;

local divergence angle ($)

, deviation (6) from the

ion trajectories from the

ideal ones (or aberration

), and space-charge ef-

fect.4J The local di-

vergence originates from

effects due to the pre-

sence of knock pins, a tem-

actual trajectory

ideal trajectory

anode cathode
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1)

TYPICAL WAVE FORMS d - 10 ran (case (c)) ,

horizontal, 50 nsec/div.

Diode voltage (V ,) ;

203 kV/div.

perature of beam source, an inhomogeneity of magnetic field, or

scattering processes. The aberration arises from the fact that

the direction of the beam acceleration is not exactly directed

toward the focusing point presumably due to an uneveness of the

electrodes, an inhomogeneity of the anode plasma, etc. The di-

vergence due to the space charge is also important for the LIB

focusing particularly in high-current, relatively low-energy re-

gion. The LIB is almost space charge and current neutralized

by electrons that are emitted from the cathode or a drift tube.

However, a small amount of the space charge may play an important

role on the focusing. The quantitative determination has not

been done of the space-charge neutralizatior. factor (f ). In
s

this paper, we wish to report the detailed focusing properties.

The experiments were carried out in the Nagaoka ETIGO-I,5"8^

15-kJ-LIB generator

at Tech. Univ. of

Nagaoka. A spheri-

cally shaped MID is

utilized to study

the geometric focus-

ing. The radii of

the curvatures of

anode and cathode

are 160 mm and 150

mm, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2,

there appears a

voltage reflection

due to an impedance

mismatch between

pulse-forming line

(PFL) and MID; the

diode works at a

relatively high im-

pedance in the first

phase (phase I) ,

while the impedance

decreases in the

second phase (phase

Diode current (I , ) ;

32.3 fcA/div.

Ion-beam current at 80

mm downstream from anode

L.I kA/div.

Ian-currenC density ac

80 i>r. downstream from

anode (J.> ;
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II) due to the presence of a residual anode-sheath plasma. The
diode volatges are typically V d

( I )= (550 - 630) kV and V d
( I I ) =

(200 - 300) kV at V (charging voltage of Marx generator) = + 30
kV, where the suffix I and II refer to phases I and II, respec-
tively. The pulse width of V, is (80 - 100) nsec (FWHM) in

(I)both phases. The diode currents are
(II)

)
(I)

= (27 - 34) kA and(60 - 70) kA. We have operated MID at B/B ^ 3 (phase
I) and 4.3 (phase II), B and Bc being the transverse magnetic
field strength and the critical magnetic field strength above
which an electron flow is insulated, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of an ion-current density
(J.) measured by a biased-ion collector (BIC) movable in the r
and z directions. In phase I, as seen in Fig. 3 (a), the LIB
is focused at the center around the geometric focusing point

/•T\ 0

with the maximum value of J. ' * 3.2 kA/cm . The focusing
( T ̂ "1*

diameter (FWHM) is d^ ' * 1.0 mm. Moreover, we find r <u 16
mm, which gives the total divergence angle as

8 •*. 6*. (2)
Contrary to phase I, no current is present at the central part
in phase II, hence yielding an annular distribution (see Fig. 3
(b)). The focusing diameter (FWHM), d^ ^ ̂  30 mm, is much
larger than that in phase I. The maximum density is J. ' i>

2 "̂
1.5 kA/cm , which appears at (1.5 - 2) cm downstream from the

(a)
J,( kA/cm2)

PHASE I

20 10 0 10 20 2=70 mm
r (mm)

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 2 = 75 mm
r (mm)
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geometric focusing point. An important fact is that in both
ON

phases we have found a good focusing in the case of small val-

ues of total ion current. ' This gives a possible evidence that

the annular distirbution seems to be due to a space-charge effect

at relatively low-energy, large ion currents.

Now, we present some data measured by a shadow box. Damage

pattern has been obtained at a copper plate placed 10 mm down-

stream from the shadow plate which has 45 holes (1.5-mm-diam.each)

x (mm)
tAOr
+20

(a)

4-20

-10
-20
-30 -
-40

rection of"
A Jmagnetic field ,

Bottom
of anode

Focusing point
i U

50 100
Distance from

y (mm)

150 200
anode, z (mm)

(b)

0
-10
-20
-30
-40

Direction o r - - . ,
-lEXB drift —

Oirection of —i
*• magnetic field

^•Bottom of
anode

- surface

Focusing point

50 100
Distance f rom

150 200
anode.z(mm)

(c)

6
(deg)

8-direc-
tion

(deg)
r-direc-

tion
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Comparing the diameters of the holes and damages, we determine

<|> as well as ion trajectories. If the shadow box is placed at

55 mm downstream from the anode, we have observed that the diam-

eters of 27 of 30 damages are less than 1.8 mm. This gives

* * 1°. (3)

Figure 4 (a) shows ion trajectories in a plane parallel to the

insulating magnetic field. The dashed lines represent ideal

trajectories of ions. As a whole, the ions are ssen to focus

toward the geometric focusing point. However, ions in the outer

region tend to be defocused. Figure 4 (b) shows ion trajecto-

ries in a plane perpendicular to the insulating magnetic field.

We see LIB tends to defocus upward, i.e., the same direction as

the E x B drift. Using these data, we estimate the aberration

angle to plot it in Fig. 4 (c). Figure 4 (c) indicates that

there exists a relatively large deviation in the r direction,

«r * 3° , (4)
and that ions tend to deviate outward. In the e direction, it

reduces as

69 * 1.7°, (5)

but still larger than $ .

Here, we calculate ion trajectories to obtain J.(r,z). Com-

paring the experimental and theoretical results of J.(r,z), we

finally estimate f . As considered previously, the LIB focusings
is affected by the effects of local divergence, aberration, and

space charge. We have neglected the first two effects to assume

that the focusing is entirely determined by the space-charge ef-

fect. Such a procedure will give the minimum of f . The other
s

assumptions are as follows: 1) The incident distrobution of J.(r)

is uniform over the anode surface. 2) All the beam particles

are exactly fired toward the geometric focusing point. 3) The e-

lectric field produced by the space charge is only in the r direc-

tion. 4) The self magnetic field is in the e direction. 5) The

beam consists of protons. 6) The beam energy is estimated by the

peak value. 7) In axial symmetry, the electric field and magnet-

ic fields at a ::adius r are determined by the total charge and cur-

rent involved inside r.

From these assumptions, we write the equation of motion as
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e i
(1 - f ) - M H (1 - U . (6)

where I is the ion current involved inside r, m is the proton
mass, and v is the axial beam velocity. In eq. (6), we have
used f =0.8, which has been determined by the comparison of
BIC signals with and without bias voltage. Calculating eq. (6)
so that the focusing radius less than 5 mm is achieved, we final-
ly estimate f > 0.999 in phase I.

s

Next, we consider the LIB focusing in phase II. Many nu-

merical calculations have been carried out to predict ion traj-

ectories, as shown in Fig. 5. In the case of f = 0.9992 that

is constant in the r direction (see Fig. 5 (a)), we have found

(mm)
A 0-2

20

Ji(kA/cm2)

(a ) PHASE I
Energy r300keV1I i=15kA
fs=99.92 * fc= 80 7.

50 100 150 z (mm)
Distance f rom anode

/ ^ (b) PHASED
' j j p JiCkA/cm*) Energy aSOOkeV.!, =15 kA

fc = 80 %

50 100 150 z (mm)
Distance from anode
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the same diameter of the focused LIB as observed experimentally.

However, it does not give an annular distribution. Now, we as-

sume that the value of f changes radially, while remaining f =
s s

0.9992 at the most outer region as determined from Fig. 5 (a).

Figure 5 (b) shows a typical result, where the central region is

supposed to be less charge neutralized than the outer region;
f = 0.9992 and 0.9968 at r = 50 and 5 mm, respectively. Com-
s

paring Figs. 4 (b) and 5 (b), we see that the annular distribu-

tion of J.(r) in phase II can be reasonably explained by the

space-charge effect. Thus, we determine f = 0.9992 at the
s

most outer region, hence the total charge neutrality. The

central region appears to be less charge neutralized than the

outer region. The presence of hot electrons ' probably pro-

duced by many kinds of beam-plasma interactions may correlate

with such a phenomenon. These details will be discussed else-

where .
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EXTRACTION OF PULSED ION BEAMS FROM AN ANODE
COVERED WITH LIQUID MATERIAL

Akira KITAMURA and Syukuro YANO
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Hlgashinada-ku, Kobe 658, Japan

ABSTRACT

In order to extend the life of anodes of pulsed ion diodes, a trial
was made to extract ions from a plasma created by surface flashover on the
oil-covered anode. The diode with this anode worked well as a so-called
pinched electron beam diode. Production of proton beams of 10 kA with
energies of about 400 keV was confirmed by measurements with biased ion
collectors and those of prompt Y~ r a v s from the reaction 19F(p,Yd)160.
Substantial reduction of damage and substantial extension of the life of
the anode disc were realized.

1. Introduction

Intense pulsed light ion beams (LIB) are considered to be one of the

most promising energy driver for inertial confinement fusion (ICF). One of

the shortcomings of the ion beam diodes developed so far is their short

lives. This is mainly due to damage of the anode. The foil anode used in

reflex triodes and pinch-reflex diodes cannot survive after one shot oper-

ation. The thick anode plate used in pinched electron beam diodes (PED)

is exposed to strong flux of electrons, and severe damage is produced in

one shot operation. On the other hand, The anode of magnetically insulated

diodes with externally applied field (MID) suffers less damage, and can be

used for several or several tens of shots, because the flux of electrons

flowing into the anode is relatively low. It is doubtful, however, whether

these anodes remain sound after an operation at the output beam power level

of 1013 W required for drivers in future LIB ICF reactors. Moreover, for

drivers in ICF reactors the anode life of more than 107 shots under 1-10 Hz

operation is thought to be necessary. Therefore, development of a long

life anode with high repetition rate is one of the most important subjects

for future LIB ICF reactors.

Recently, extraction of ion beams from an MID with a cryogenic anode

has been reported . The gases injected onto the diode region are adsorbed
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as the source of the anode plasma on the refrigerated anode base. This

method may be one of the solutions to the repetative use of the anode.

In this paper, another possibility is presented; an ion beam is

extracted from a plasma created from liquid material on the anode disc by

a surface flashover. For simplicity, we call this combination of the

liquid layer and the anode disc as an anode. The liquid layer can be

easily reformed before every shot, and the anode disc suffers less damage

when it is coated with the liquid layer. This means that the anode has the

longer life. This method has potential ability to be applied to the

ultra-high power diodes with a high repetition rate.

Air i fVI-
Compresso(^~i><}H \~^

• Vac. Pump

2. Experimental apparatus

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.l. A high voltage pulse

is formed by ar. 800 kV-5 kJ Marx generator with a 3 Q, pulse forming line,

and propagates into a diode through a transmission line. The diode

consists of an 8 mm-thick polyethylene disc anode of radius 70 mm and an

annular stainless steel cathode of inner radius 45 mm and outer radius 50

mm. The surface of the anode disc is covered with a thin layer of liquid

material before every operation of the diode. As the first trial, we used

a layer of diffusion pump oil. The layer is formed by a puff of the

pressurized oil through

oil spray nozzles at 5 sec

before the high voltage is

applied to the anode. The

thickness of the layer is

about 0.5 mm. The oil is

stored in the oil reser-

voir, which is evacuated

beforehand and pressurized

just before the momentary

opening of a magnetic

valve between the reser-

voir and the nozzles. The

pressure of the residual

Transmission
Line

Oil Reservior

air in the diode chamber

was maintained below 0.03

Pa during this procedure.

The diode voltage is

measured with an electro-

static probe. Subtraction

Rogowski Coil
One-turn Loop

Oil Spray
Nozzles

CFj Target
--Biased Ion

Collectors

Cathode

Anode

Pb Shield

Plastic
Scintiilator

Photo-multiplier

Fig.l. Experimental arrangement.
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of the inductive voltage component from the measured voltage, the so-called

LI correction, is made with use of a one-turn loop. The total diode

current is measured with a Rogowski coil, and the emerging ion current is

measured with 5-channel biased ion collectors (BIC) located in the down-

stream side of the diode. The current of protons having energies greater

than 340 keV is also measured by utilizing the nuclear resonance reaction

19F(p,ya)l60 . Gamma rays emitted from a thick teflon (CF2) target are

detected with a plastic scintillator-photomultiplier system (SPM). The

output pulse height and detection efficiency of the SPM were calibrated

with use of proton beams from a 1.6 MV tandem pelletron accelerator. The

rise time and the FWHM of the output pulse of the SPM were 4 ns and 5 ns,

respectively. This SPM is almost completely shielded from X-rays origi-

nating in the diode by a suitably designed collimator.

3. Experimental results and discussion

First, we describe characteristics of the diode without the oil layer

on "the anode. Typical oscilloscope traces of the diode voltage Vd> the

diode current I and the ion current j. are shown in Fig.2-(a). This ion

current was measured at a distance of 40 mm from the anode on the axis of

symmetry. The anode-cathode gap d was 6.5 mm.
3K

e

50 100 ISO

t(ns)

(a) the oil-uncovered
anode

225
150
75

260-

130-

50 100 150
t (ns)

(b) the oil-covered
anode

Fig.2. Typical oscilloscope traces of the diode
voltage V , the diode current I. and the ion

current j..
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(0.7!

(a)

100 200 300

Vd ( k V )

the oil-uncovered
anode

400

(b)

100 200 300
Vd ( k V )

the oil-covered
anode

400

Fig.3. V -I diagrams. (t) is time in ns, and I (d)
is the parapoeential current for the effective glp d
in cm.

The V -I, diagram of this shot is shown in Fig.3-(a). The diode
3)

current I predicted by the parapotential flow theory is also shown in
the figure, and is expressed as follows;

(1)

where R is the radius of the cathode, d is the effective gap of the diode,

m is the electron rest mass and y is the relativistic mass factor of

electrons. It is found that during the time interval from 50 ns to 90 ns

after the voltage rise the measured diode current I agrees well with the

parapotential current I for the effective gap d equal to 0.3 cm.

A pinhole X-ray photograph showed that electrons strike not only the

part of the anode surface opposite to the annular cathode but also the

whole anode area inside the cathode. In every shot severe damage on the

anode surface was produced especially near its center. Ten-shot-operation

made a hole of radius 15 mm near the center of the anode polyethylene disc

of thickness 8 mm. Therefore it is apparent that this diode operates as
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a PED.
A)

The ion beam efficiency of a PED is expressed as follows ,

(2)
Ie 2 cM

where I. and I are Che ion current and the electron current flowing in

the diode, respectively, and m. is the ion mass. From eqs. (1) and (2)

the ion current is predicted to be greater than 20 kA for the effective

gap of 0.3 cm. The measured ion current on the axis rises up at 25 ns
2

after the voltage rise, and reaches the maximum of 380 A/cm at 50 ns.

The distribution of the ion current along the radial direction was also

measured and found to be almost uniform within the error of ±20 % over the

area inside the annular cathode. The maximum total ion current is then

estimated to be 30 kA. This value agrees well with the theoretical value

predicted above.

Next, we describe the diode characteristics with the oil-covered

anode. When the anode is covered with an oil layer, substantial reduction

of damage of the anode disc is realized. Photographs of the anodes both

after two shots operation, (a) without the oil layer and (b) with the oil

layer, are shown in Fig.4. In contrast to damage spreading over the

oil-uncovered anode surface, damage on the oil-covered anode is localized

and slight. The latter damage is extending in the vertical direction.

This is due to inhomogeneity of the oil layer. The thickness of the oil

layer of about 0.5 mm is slightly less than the practical range of electrons

with energies of 280 keV which corresponds to the maximum diode voltage.

(a) the oil-uncovered anode (b) the oil-covered anode

Fig.4. Damage on the anode disc.
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Then, slight decrease in the oil thickness results in damage of the anode

disc. The oil-covered polyethylene anode disc could be used for twenty

shots without substantial changes in V,, I, and j.. Depth of the damage

of the anode disc after twenty shots was less than 2 mm, in contrast to the

erosion of 8 mm after ten shots operation without the oil layer.

This diode worked well as a PED with almost the same characteristics

as those of the diode with the oil-uncovered anode. It was confirmed from

a pinhole X-ray photograph that electrons were pinching and striking almost

the whole anode area inside the cathode. Typical oscilloscope traces of

V,, I, and i are shown in Fig.2-(b). The ion current was measured at the
a a i

same position as in the case of the oil-uncovered anode. The anode-cathode

gap distance d . was 9.5 mm. The increase in d , by 3 mm for the oil-cov-6 ak ak

ered anode was necessary to make the diode impedance nearly equal to that

of the diode with the oil-uncovered anode. The diode current and the ion

current rise up later by about 10 ns than those in the oil-uncovered diode

with 6.5 mm gap. In the oil-uncovered diode with 9.5 mm gap, they rose up

at almost the same time as those in the oil-uncovered diode with 6.5 mm

gap. Therefore it seems that the flashover is harder to develop on the oil

film than on the conventional anode material.

The V -I diagram is shown in Fig.3-(b). The measured diode current

agrees well with the parapotential current for the effective gap of 0.3 mm

during the time interval from 60 ns to 80 ns. The effective gap, however,

seems to be rather unstable compared with that in the oil-uncovered diode.

There may be a possibility that ions are extracted from a plasma

produced from oil vapor filled in the space between the anode and the

cathode. If that is the case, energies of ions do not agree with eVd-

To make sure of the origin of the ions, and to confirm that the majority of

the ions are protons, measurements of Y~rays produced by the nuclear reac-

tion 19F(p,Ya)l6O at the CF target were performed under the condition d =

12.5 mm. This gap distance was necessary to make the diode voltage rise up

above the reaction threshold of 340 kV. The diode also worked as a PED

with the effective gap of 0.7 cm. Typical traces of j. measured with the

BIC placed at 60 mm from the anode, y-rays from the CF target mounted on

the face of the BIC, and V are shown in Fig.5. There is a marked coinci-

dence between j. and Y~ray countings until 96 ns. If we take inco account

the time of flight of 340 keV protons, the discrepancy between j. and y-ray

countings begins at 90 ns. This agrees well with the time when V begins

to fall down below 340 kV. The maximum proton current onto the 30 cm CF9

target is calculated to be 4.8 kA. This agrees well with that of 5.6 kA
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calculated from the measured

ion current distribution with

the BIC. Therefore, it is

apparent from the above dis-

cussions that protons origi-

nating in the anode plasma

formed on the oil layer are

the major constituent of the

ion beam, and that the poten-

tial voltage of this plasma

is equal to V,.
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Fig.5. Comparison of signals from
the y-ray detector (the solid line)
and from the BIC (the dotted line).
The diode voltage Vj is shown as
the broken line.

4. Conclusion

Proton beams of about

10 kA with energies of 400 keV

were extracted from the

oil-covered anode of a PED.

Substantial reduction of

damage and substantial exten-

sion of the life of the anode

disc were realized.

The future effort will be directed toward 1) making the liquid layer

thicker and more uniform, and 2) making the flashover on the liquid surface

easier to develop.

The present method will be more effective to reduce damage for the

anode of the MID, scince the electron current into the anode of the MID is

less than that in the PED.
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PRODUCTION OF ION BEAM BY CONICAL
PINDHED ELECTRON BEAM DIODE

Y.Matsukawa and Y.Nakagawa

Research Institute for Atomic Energy, Osaka City University,
Sugimoto 3-3-138, Sumiyoshi-ku, Osckc ^Wi, .JAPAN

ABSTRACT Some properties of the ion beam produced by pinched electron
beam diode having conical shape electrodes and organic insulator anode was
studied. Ion energy is about 200keV and the peak diode current is about 30
kA. At 11cm from the diode apex, not the geometrical focus point, concent-
rated ion beam was obtained. Its density is more than 500A/cm^. The inean
ion current density within the radius of 1.6cm around the axis from coni-
cal diode is two or three times that from an usual pinched electron
beam diode with flat parallel electrodes of same dimension and impedance
under the same conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The current density of intense ion beam produced by the pinched ele-

ctron beam diode is higher than that produced by the magnetically insulat-

ed diode, but the efficiency of the ion beam production by the former is

lower than that by the latter.

It is expected that by the conical type pinched electron beam diode

the ion beam concentrated near axis can be produced and the efficiency of

the ion beam production become higher, because the distance between the

anode and the cathode become gradually shorter to the center of the elect-

rode and the travelling distance of the electron is longer than the usual

flat parallel diode.

Following the consideration on the pinched electron beam diode by

Goldstein et al. , next relation is drived for the conical type diode.

ion current density is proportional to 1/r2

instead of 1/r in the case of the flat para-

llel diode.

Thus the ion beam current within radius

r is .
1 In r/r

P

(rb pinch radius) Fig. 1
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In (2)
sin5

This is larger than the efficiency of

the ion beam production by toe flat parallel

diode

BT* (3)

Fig. 2

In this experiment some properties of the ion

beam production by coaxial conical pinched electron beam diode were studi-

ed and compared with that from an usual flat parallel pinched electron

beam diode having the same radius and the impedance under the same condi-

tions.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The higu voltage pulse generator in Osaka City University (MIROCU)

is consist of a Marx generator and a Blumlein circuit. The maximum storage

energy and charging voltage of the Marx generator is 6.25kJ and 500kV,

the impedance and the pulse length of the Biumlein circuit is 5fland 100

nsec respectively.

m_iri o

j | Ki?!
Metal Insu^-

lator
0 5cm

Fig. 3 Experimental Set-up

(A.) Blumlein out put, (B) prepulse gap,
(C) diode, (D) biased ion collector
(E) Rogowsky coil for diode current measurement
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As shown in experimental set-up (Fig. 3), the prepulse gap and the

diode are, mounted to the output of the Blumlein in succession.

The prepulse gap utilizing the surface discharge of plastic insulator

has the directional character of breakdou-n -*".c to rli« P1^^.-.^. ;:li--/-,-.

The geometrical dimension and the cal culated impedance of the three

types of electrode used in this experiment are shown in Fig. 4.

Each diode consists of solid plastic insulator Delrin (Du Pont) anoae

and metal (brass) cathode. The diameter of the anode is 12cm and that of

the cathode is 8cm. The anode has a metal center pin (as shown in Fig. 4)

and the cathode has a ion beam outlet hole with diameter of 3.5cm.

The ion beam passing through the outlet hole is measured by a biased

ion collector.

Type

Calculated
impadance
(200kV)

A

9=56°

6=40°

7.5S

B

e=90"

6=65°

8.98

C

d=13mm

7.en

Fig. 4 Three types of electrode

Impedance was calculated from parapotential model '
for conical electrode A and B, and from focus flow
model^or parallel electrode C

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 5 shows the wave form of the voltage at the output of the Blum-

lein, the ion collector signal and the diode current. The peak of the vol-

tage is 200~250kV.

The diode current reaches to the peak value after 50nsec from the mid

point of the voltage pulse, this delay is not due to plasma production on

the surface of the insulator anode, because the diode with metal anode of
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same shape shows the same delay of the peak of the diode current. The

peak of the diode current is 3O~35kA for each diode of above three types.

The ion beam was measured by a

biased ion collector at the distance

of 11cm from the diode apex,this po-

int is apart 6~7ccn from the geomet-

rical focus point. *"tThe sensitive

area of the collector is larger than

the area of the outlet hole of the

cathode. The window of the collector
-TV

1

y
\

A
1 1 1

d
—

1 1

Voltage

200kV/div

consists of more than ten holes with
•m,

diameter of O.\cm. distributed within

1.0cm from the axis.

The maximum current of the ion

beam is generated about the time of

the maximum diode current. The dura-

tion (half width) of the emission of

the ion becm is about 70nsec. Ion

energy measured by the time of flight

arriving to the ion collector at the

different distances is about 200keV.

The mean ion beam current densi-

ty from three types of diode within

the radius of 1.6cm around axis thr-

ough 16 pinhole are compared in

Table .

The mean ion beam current densi-

ty from tha conical type diode is

2M3 times that from the flat para-

llel diode.

The radial distribution of the

ion beam current density in the case

of the type A c'.iode is estimated as

follows.

Assuming the radial distribu-

tion of the ion beam current density

is Gaussian Aexp(-r2/a2), the ion

current detected by the ion collect-

ion beam

Sweep :
200ns/div

—
I

j

4-
t
\L\

• — A Voltage

lOOkV/div

"~T"i—l I° n beam

Sweep :
50ns/div

— ---

-

—

— f
l .1

/

—
\
V I

Voltage
lOOkV/div

Diode
current

Sweep :
50ns/div

Diode
type

A

B

C

Fig. 5

Table

Maximum case
of ion beam
density

.206 A/cm2

117

61.3

Average of
several shots

158 A/cm2

103

51.6
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or is expressed by next equation.

I;= In- s A exp(-r:2/a2)
jo o
n: : number of pinhole at radius r

i

s : area of pinhole

Three kinds of plate with different distribution of more than ten pi-

nholes were used for the window of the ion collector.

Two parameters A and a of Gaussian <-alcui.3t:ecj by the method of least

squares from 8 measured values of ion beam current are 5S7A/cm2 and 8.76mm

respectively.

Fig. 6 shows the relative position of the arrangement of the diode

and the ion collector and the radial distribution of the ion beam current

density.

Emitted ion beam is sharply con-

centrated near axis narrower than the

diameter of the cathode outlet and

the ion beam current density is more

than 500A/cm2.

The ion beam current emitted from

the conical diode type A within the

radius of 1.6 cm around the axis,

integrating the abcve radial dist-

ribution, is about 1.4 kA, this is

about 4.5% of the diode current '\<30kA.

This efficiency is smaller than

the expected value from the equation

(2) %7.8%, for the conical diode type

A, but fairly higher than that

from the equation (3) %1.3%,forthe

flat parallel diode.

Fig. 6

Relative positior of diode and ion
collector, and radial distribution
of ion beam current density

Jt= 587 exp ( -r
z/0.88cn? ) A/cm2
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

By the pinched electron beam diode having conical shape electrode,

at the low voltage operation, sharply concentrated near the axis and high

current density, more than 500A/cro2, ion beam was obtained.

Mean ion beam current density near the axis is two or three times as

large as that from a flat parallel pinched electron beam diode with same

radius and impedance under the same conditions.

The efficiency of ion beam production within the radius of 1.6cm is

about 4.5% of the diode current that is fairly larger than that from the

flat parallel diode.

Since the efficiency of the ion. beam production is proportional to B;.

it is expected that at the high voltage operation the remarkable improve-

ment of the efficiency of ion beam emission can be obtained as a result

of increase by a factor 2^3 of efficiency.
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LIGHT ION BEAMS GENERATION

IN DENSE PLASMA FOCUS

M. YOKOYAMA, Y. KITAGAWA, Y. YAMADA, M. OKADA,

Y. YAMAMOTO, T. HORI and C. YAMANAKA

Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University,

Suita, Osaka, 565, JAPAN

The plasma focus is not only one of the complementary fusion device

between low-B Tokamak and high compression inertial fusion, but also very

suitable for detailed studies of non-classical processes in the absorption

of intense laser light. Recently, there has been considerable interest in

generation of intense high energy electron and ion beams in plasma focus

devices in relation to the inertial confinement fusion.

High energy deuterons and protons in a Mather type plasma focus device

were measured by nuclear activation techniques. Radioactivity induced in

graphite, aluminum and cupper targets provided the deuteron intensity, energy

spectrum and angular dependence. As well high energy protons were measured

by cellulose nitrate particle track detectors.

'Jhe experimental set-up and target parameters are shown in Fig. 1. The

plasma focus device was operated at 30 kV for a stored energy of 18 kj at

1.5 Torr D2 (low pressure mode), and 5

Torr D 2 (high pressure mode), respec-

tively. A y-ray spectroscopy system

consisting of a Nal(Ti) detector and

20l»8-channel computor pulse height

analyzer was used to count the y-ray

from targets after focus discharge.

Nuclear activation reactions by deuteron

are given by Table 1. The evolution of

plasma was measured by a ruby laser

holography.

High energy deuteron produce 3.U x

106 atoms of ' % in an 8 cm2 graphite

target placed 32.5 cm above the anode

and 2.2 x 101* atoms of 28AA in an

aluminum target of the same diameter

at the same location. The yield ratio

Torgtl

Uopp'JOkV. 15 Torr 0 /

SpfCifS

A1.C

Al
(Slock)

Cu

slif

( 5mm*. 5mm1

JOmm'.npm1

«mm* 3.5mm1

I(cm(

32 5

33

SO

20

|AIY\

m
P5

Q)
Fig. 1.
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of 13N and 28A2. provided

the mean deuteron energy

of 1.55 MeV under low

pressure mode and 1.4A MeV

under high pressure mode,

respectively. The mean

fluence of 7 x lo11 deuteron

per steradian was estimated.

Stacks of 10 aluminum foils

Reaction

"C(d.n)'*N

"A«d,p}"AI

"Cu(d.jnJ"Zn

"Culd.in)"Zn

Threshold
(MeV)

0.33

0

6.58

4.49

Halt-life

9.97min

2.24min

38.5min

243.7days

Energy of delayed
T -ray(MeV)

0.511

1.780

0.5iK79.3*i)
0.669(11.2%)

1.115(50.6%)

Table 1

were used to measure the deuteron energy spectrum. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show

deuteron and proton energy spectrums, respectively. Under low pressure mode

of l>2, the main energy component was up to 2 MeV and the high energy iail

was from 2 MeV to greater than 3 MeV. The energy spectrum of proton measured

hy CN film technique had also shown to consist of two exponentially decaying
2 3)

components. ' The main component was under 1 MeV and the maximum of the

high energy tail was greater than 2 MeV. The experimental equations for
h)

proton energy spectrums are expressed as follows,

and

— = 109 exp (-8.8 E )
P P

~ = 3 x 10 5 exp (-0.9 E )
P

(E <_ 1 MeV)

(E >_ 1 MeV).

The mean proton energy was smaller than 1 MeV.

The angular distribution of deutron was measured by placing 19 graphite

targets above the anode at various angles. The intensity of high energy

deuterons fell by a factor of two for a 20° displacement from the axis. The

angular distribution of deuteron beam <E, > 330 keV) was < 30° under low
CL %

pressure mode. Under high pressure mode, distribution showed multi-structure,

and two peaks were observed at < 20° and "\» 60°, respectively. The results of

angular distributions of deuteron under low (1.5 Torr D2) and high (5 Torr D2)

pressure modes were shown in Fig. k. The angular distribution of proton was

also measured by CN films with AX, foils. The protons above 770 keV was

directed in the angle of 10 from the axis. The total yield of high energy

protons was estimated as 3 * 101** for 30 kV at 4.2 Torr H2. The proton peak

current was k.6 kA and 0.7 % of the total focus current.
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Fig. 3.

The high energy electron beam was also observed by detecting the hard

x-ray due to electron bombardment of inner electrode of the plasma focus

device. By Si PIN detector with 1 mm thickness of Pb, high energy (> 300 keV)

electron beam was observed under 30 kV, k.O Torr R2 operation. The pulse

width was 10 ns. The upper trace of Fig. 5 shows focus current and the lower

trace shows Si PIN detector signal.

To see the spatial and temporal location of the generation of high energy

ions on and off axis of the inner electrode of plasma focus device, a 3

channels ruby laser holographic interferometry (2 ns exposure time) was used.

From the preliminary results, it was found that high energy protons generate

Fig. 5.
SO 60 30 0 30 60 90

Angle from axis(deg)
Fig. 4 .
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in a few ns at the end of the cylindrically convergent collapse phase, when

a hemispherical plasma of 1 mm diameter was observed at the center of the

anode tip surface under low pressure mode operation. While at the plasma

focus discharge without high energy ion generation, even under the low

pressure mode operation, the hemi-spherical plasma could not observe.

The ion temperature was estimated from the measurement of the — - —

reaction ratio. The plasma focus device was operated at 30 kV with

gas mixture of D2 and 3He. The reactions are

^D + !TD •*• £n (2.1*5 MeV) + |ile (0.82 MeV)

^D + ̂ He ->• J P (114.7 MeV) + {jHe (3.6 MeV)

D-D neutrons were measured by an Ag coated GM counters. D-3He protons were

measured by activation technique using 63Cu(p,n)63Zn reaction. The threshold

for proton is U.ZL MeV.

In operation of atomic or molecular mixtures of D2 an(i 3He, under high

pressure mode, • D~ D yield ratio varied from 13 to 1^. This corresponds

to a plasma ionDtemperature of 5.2 keV and 5,0 keV, if thermonuclear model

is assumed. If beam target model is assumed, directed kinetic energy of

43 keV and i+2 keV are estimated. Under low pressure mode operation, — - z —

yield ratio of 3 is obtained. This corresponds to Ti as 11 keV and

7I* keV depending on the assumptions of thermonuclear and beam target models

In Table 2, ion temperature and directed kinetic energy are shcvn.

5)

D2+
3He

4 Torr
(1:1)

4 Torr
(1:2)

1.5 Torr
(1:1)

D-D
D-3He A

14

13

3

Ti

thermonuclear

5.0 keV

5.2 keV

11 keV

beam-acceL

42keV

43keV

74keV

Table 2
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In conclusions, experimental results showed that energy spectrums of

deuteron and proton had two components and mean deuteron energy of 1.55 MeV

under low pressure mode and l.kk MeV under high pressure modes, respecively.

The angular distribution of deuteron beam was < 30° under low pressure mode.

Under high pressure mode, distribution showed multi-structure, and two peaks

were observed at < 20 and i< 60 respectively, which may be due to the azi-

muthal rotation of the deuteron around the axis.

The ion temperature in plasma focus was estimated from D-3He mixture

gas experiment. Under low pressure mode operation, ion temperature of 11 keV

and directed energy of ^k keV were obtained by depending on the assumptious

of thermonuclear and beam target models, respectively.
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Transport of an Intense Pulsed Proton Beam through
Wall-Stabilized Plasma Channel at Nagaoka

Kiyoshi Yatsui, Tetsuo Yamada, Hajime Tanaka, Katsumi
Masugata, and Masao Matsui

Laboratory of Beam-Fusion Technology, The Technological Univ-
ersity of Nagaoka, Nagaoka, Niigata 949-54

ABSTRACT

Transport of an intense pulsed proton beam has been experi-
mentally investigated through a wall-stabilized plasma channel
(1-m long) in the Nagaoka ETIGO-I. Proton beam of energy of
800-keV is injected into the plasma channel. The transport ef-
ficiency increases with increasing channel current or decreasing
channel pressure, being in good agreement with the existing theo-
ry. Changing the timing between channel current and LIB injec-
tion, we have found that there exists a good timing for the LIB
injection. In some cases, no transport takes place probably due
to some plasma instabilities.

Recently, considerable attention has been given in the liter-

ature to inertial-confinement fusion (ICF) by use of an intense

pulsed light-ion beam (LIB). ' Concerning the transport of the
1 2)focused LIB, ' ' several ideas have been proposed and tested to

3-5}

form z-discharge plasma channels by an exploding wire, ' a wall-

confined discharge, ' or a laser-guided discharge.' As reported

elsewhere, we have shown some basic data of the LIB transport

through a plasma channel (50-cm long) produced by an exploding

wire. In this report, we wish to present experimental data ob-

tained in a wall-stabilized plasma channel (1-m long).

The experiments were carried out in the Nagaoka ETIGO-I,'

15-kJ-LIB generator at Tech. Univ. of Nagaoka. It consists of a

Marx generator (43-kJ of stored energy), a pulse-forming line (PFL)

of 5 n, and an ion diode. The diode utilized here is a spherical-

ly shaped magnetically-insulated diode (MID). Figure 1 shows the

outline of the LIB-transport experiment. We have chosen the gap
PLASMA CHANNEL

I.SpF, 6OkV

8-11)

Anode
Cathode

Fig. 1

Schematic of LIB-

transport experi-

ment.
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length between anode (polyethylene) and cathode as d = 10 mm.

The diode voltage and current are typically V, ̂  900 kV and 1^ *

60 kA, respectively. The beam-pulse width is •v 80 nsec (FWHM)

We have operated the MID at B/Bc = 2.7, where B and Bc are

the transverse magnetic field strength and the critical magnetic

field strength above which an electron flow is insulated, respec-

tively. The diameter of the flashboard anode is 110 mm, where

•v 1100 knock pins (copper) are buried. To obtain a geometric

focusing of the LIB (mainly protons according to other measure-

ments ' ) , the beam-extraction side of both anode and cathode is

spherically shaped. The radii of curvatures of anode and cath-

ode are 180 mm and 170 mm, respectively. Around the geometric

focusing point, we have obtained the maximum ion-current density

of J. A, 6 kA/cm . A plastic foil (2 vm) separates the diode re-

gion (p, <\> 10 Torr.) and the gas-filling region (Pc^
 = 0.1 * 10

Torr. (air)). The energy loss due to such a foil is estimated

to be * 100 keV at 900-keV beam of protons. The z-discharge is

fired by a fast condenser bank (60-kV, 1.9 uF). The channel cur-

rent rises up to •v 45 kA in 1.7 usec. Theoretically, the channel

current required for the perfect transport of the proton beam can

written by2^

0.1vn(l - cos 6 )
x = ~ ( 1 )

1 -

where vQ is the velocity (m/sec), 9 is the maximum injection an-

gle (radian), a is the maximum inj ection radius, and R is the

channel radius. For the experimental conditions, we estimate

I h * 90 kA, where we have used a/R = 3/5, em ^ 0.311 radian, E

(energy of the proton beam) ••*- 800 keV.

By use of a small size of magnetic probe, we have measured

the spatial and temporal evolution of the B field produced by the

channel current, as shown in Fig. 2. The B. field increases with

increasing channel radius. Moreover, at r *> 5 mm, it begins to

increase rapidly, clearly indicating the presence of a current

sheet. The sheet current is seen to be compressed toward the

central part at a time interval from t = 1 ysec to t = 1.5 psec.

Here, t is the time after being closed the channel switch.
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Based upon the preliminary data shown above, we then inject

the focused proton beam into the pre-formed wall-stabilized z-

discharge plasma channel, and study the transport efficiency.

Figure 3 shows the typical result, where the transport efficiency

of the beam energy (o) measured by a calorimetric method and the

particle number (*) measured by a nuclear activation technique '
1 p TO 1 To

( C(P,Y) N(fJ ) C) is plotted as a function of channel current.

The energy (or particle number) transport efficiency is defined

by the ratio of the beam energy (or particle number) at the chan-

nel outlet over that at the inlet. The diameters of both the

copper plate (for a calorimeter) and the carbon target (for an

activator) are 33 mm, giving the cross sectional area to be 8.55

cm . The proton beam has been injected into the plasma channel at

t ->. 1.3 psec, a little before the peak of the channel current.

As seen from Fig. 3, the transport efficiency increases with in-

creasing channel current. Although the experimental data is a

little bit smaller than the theoretical value, a considerable a-

greement is obtained on the transport efficiency. At I , = 50 kA,

we have obtained a good transport efficiency more than of * 80 %.
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Transport Efficiency vs. Channel Pressure
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Figure 4 shows the transport efficiency vs. channel pres-

sure at I h = 40 kA. As seen from Fir. 4, the transport effi-

ciencies of both the energy and the particle number tend to de-

crease rapidly at p c h > 1 Torr. This may be due to the energy

loss by Coulomb scattering between proton beam and bound elec-

trons as well as free electrons in the plasma channel. The en-

ergy loss due to the Coulomb scattering can be theoretically cal-

culated by Bethe-Bloch equation?"3) In Fig. 4, we have also plotted

the theoretical value of the energy transport efficiency obtained

by the assumption that a 800-keV of proton beam transports in a

fully-ionized plasma channel of 1-m long. In the above estimate

the experimental observation has been utilized that the channel

resistance is Rch A, 0.3 i! at P(,h . 0.3 Torr. Using Spitzer's

resistivity, we°have calculated the electron temperature to be

T <v, 3 eV for a singly-charged state of an air. As seen from

Fig. 4, a reasonable agreement is obatined between the experimen-

tal and the theoretical data. Theoretically, the beam energy

passed through the channel could reduce to be less than 500 keV

at p h > 5 Torr., hence being impossible to be counted by the nu-
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clear activation technique. Experimentally, however, the nu-

clear activation measurement was possible until p ̂  ̂  10 Torr,

the reason of which is not clear at the present stage of experi-

ment.

Next, we have studied the transport efficiency by changing

the timing of the beam injection after being closed the channel

switch. Figure 5 shows the particle-transport efficiency again

measured by the nuclear activation technique, where the peak

channel current is a parameter. As indicated in Fig. 5, the

chchannel current attains the peak value at t ̂  1.7 usec. At I

(peak) i, 20 kA, the beam is able to transport even after the

peak of the channel current (t > 1.7 ysec) . At 1^ (peak) >

40 kA, however, it is noted that the beam cannot transport after

the current peak. Such a presence of the nontransport region

may be associated with the appearance of some plasraa instabili-

ties of the plasma channel.
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m
cIu

*>h §

lrt<pMk)-50kACOl,

I i I \ r n
0.5 1.0 1.5 t iO

Beam-Injection Time ( ps«) LP

Particle-transport efficiiency plotted against beam-

injection time after being closed the channel switch.
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Figure 6 also shows the particle-transport efficiency vs.

beam-injection time after being closed the channel switch, where

the channel pressure is a parameter. As the pressure is de-

creased, the time until which the channel becomes unstable is

seen to be shortened in Fig. 6. When the pressure is decreased,

we may consider that the growth rate of the plasma instabilities

(e.g., sausage instability) tends to be large, and that the un-

stable region appears more rapidly.
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o, 20
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180 -mmR Anode
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Beam-Injection Tlms(/Jsec) Lp»«k ch»nn<n current

Fig. 6 Particle-transport efficiency vs. beam-injection

where the channel pressure is a parameter.

Finally, we have measured the beam-expansion angle after be-

ing transported the plasma channel. The channel exit is colli-

mated to be 12 mm in diameter. At 35 mm downstream from the ex-

it, we have placed a copper target to obtain a damage pattern,

from which a beam-expansion angle has been estimated?-'*̂  The re-

sult is presented in Fig. 7, where the beam is injected into the

channel at t * 1.3 ysec after being closed the channel switch.

The solid line represents the theoretical value corresponding to

energy) = 780 keV. As seen in Fig. 7, the beam-expan-
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sion angle increases with increasing channel current. The ex-

perimental value, however, is considerably larger than the theo-

retical one of E b = 780 keV. Such a difference seems to be due

to the fact that, in addition to the incident peak potential,

there exists a low-energy component in the proton be&m. The

best fit to the experimental data in Fig. 7 corresponds to E, *>

350 keV.
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FILAMENTATION AND TWO-STREAM INSTABILITIES OF LIB

T. Okada and K. Niu+

Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology,
+ Koganei, Tokyo l81j, JAPAN
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Midori-ku,

Yokohama 22T, JAPAH

For the propagation of a focused light ion beam, electrostatic two=
stream instability and electromagnetic filamentation instability are ana-
lyzed. It is found that there is a range of density for vhici. light ion
beam can propagate without triggering the two-stream instability and at the
same time have sufficiently slow filamentation growth.

1. INTRODUCTION

Owing to the recent developments for producing high power light ion

beams, light ion beam (LIB) is seriously considered as a possible driver

for pellet fusion. Many authors have investigated the propagation of

highly energetic heavy or light ion beams through a fusion target chamb ..

Among microinstabilities of proton beams propagating through fusion target

chambers, the most deleterious instabilities are the two-stream instability

and the so-called filamentation instability. In this article we analyze

electrostatic two-stream instability and electromagnetic filamentation in-

stability including the effect of collisions and examine the feasibility of

propagating LIB stably through a target chamber without triggering the in-

stabilities or with sufficiently slow instability growth.

In Sec.2, the dispersion relations for the electrostatic two-stream

instability and electromagnetic filamentation instability are investigated

for a proton beam propagating in a plasma, and stability conditions for

these two types of instabilities are derived. In Sec.3, the filamentation

instability including the effect of plasma inhomogeneity, especially the

inhomogeneity of the beam plasma density, is analyzed. The conditions are

summarized in Sec.U.

2. MICROINSTABILITIES OF LIGHT ION BEAMS

For simplicity, we restrict ourselves in the treatment to the purely

electrostatic and transverse instabilities and further adopt the following

assumptions: (1) An ion beam of density N. is moving with velocity V through

a plasma of density N and velocity V . (2) The condition of current neu-

tralization M^V =NbVfe is assumed. (3) N is small compared with N .
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CO Electron collisions within the background plasma are taken into consid-

eration. Let us assume the beam distribution function f and background

plasma distribution function f as:

where HL is the beam ion mass, T is the beam thermal energy, m is the

plasma electron mass and T is the plasma thermal energy. To obtain the

most unstable mode, we consider the interaction between beam ions and back-

ground electrons. From the linearized Vlasov equation with a Krook colli-

sion term and linearized Maxwell's equations, we obtain the linear disper-

sion relation for the electrostatic waves of the form

^ w(-
up

.-- ,„ , ~ .^^ , "-K. v is the effective collision frequency of the
p p p • D D

plasma electrons, us is the complex wave frequency, k is the wave number vec-

tor parallel to the direction of beam propagation and W(x) = (l/»'27)^dt t
2

xexp(-t /2)/(t-x). u is the plasma frequency for species a (a=b,p). In
a

the parameter region of interest, eq.(2) can be approximately rewritten as

p + l v %

In order to obtain the instability growth rate, let us define ui=u) +i6. One

obtains the maximum growth rate 6
° max

max V 2 us 2
p n

at
ui

max p

From eq.(ii), the stability condition for this electrostatic instability is

given by
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To investigate the filamentation instability (Weibel-type instability),

we take perpendicular mode (k-V =0). The resulting dispersion relation is

tu u, D b)

By using limiting cases I^(w+ivj/ku |>>1 and | v̂ ia/ku, |«1, the maximum

5\ P B
growth rate is obtained as

5- = 27uf v' (8)

at it k
i \ X / D D / D D C V 11 / 3 / \

lc ~ 21 7T J i ~~r~ i i * •* ( Q ]
max c 4 4 u. (i)

p D

Here, we assume that effective collision frequency v is characterized by

the usual electron-ion collision frequency v .=1.5*10~ N lnAT , where

lnA is the Coulomb logarithm for electron-ion collisions. From eqs.(6) and

(8), we expect that there may be a range of density for which LIB can propa-

gate without triggering the two-stream instability and at the same time have

sufficiently slow filamentation growth. Fig.l plots stability boundaries

for a 10 MeV proton beam propagating in a plasma. Region below the solid

line (two-stream instability) and the dashed line (filamentation instabili-

ty) are stable. The filamentation boundary is for 6 t<5 » where T is
D16LX

the beam pulse duration, assuming T=10 nsec. Other parameters are: beam

thermal energy T =0.1 MeV, plasma thermal energy T =10 eV, and beam drift

velocity V =U.l*xio cm/sec. For N =10 cm and N =10 cm , the values of
** k -1 -1

k in eqs.(5) and (9) become l.UxiO cm and 2.2x10 cm , respectively
Q16LX
(note that k a>>l, where a is a typical radius of a beam).

I03.X

3. INFLUENCE OF PLASMA INHOM0GENEITY ON MICROINSTABILITIES

In the previous section, we have found that the filamentation instabil-

ity occure at the values of very small wave number. So that we investigate

the filamentation instability by taking into account the plasma inhomogenei-

ty. We begin our analysis of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations by using the

trajectory integral method to study the influence of plasma inhomogeneity

on the filamentation instability. In the case of an inhomogeneous plasma,
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the equilibrium distribution function satisfies the equation

3fn 3 fn

Here, f- is the equilibrium distribution function and F is the equilibrium

force that is due to the inhomogeneity of the plasma. The equation for the

perturbed distribution function becomes

Here, f is the perturbed distribution function and E and B are the perturb-

ed electromagnetic fields.

To solve eq.(ll), we express all 'the functions of the variables r, v

and t in eq.(ll) in terms of new variables rQ, v and T:

t = T,

r = r(r , v , T ) = rQ + v(rQ, v0, T'Jdx
1, (12)

Jtn

v = v(rQ, vQ, T) = vQ + / 0(r 0, vQ, x')dx»

where t is the time at which a perturbation is applied. By using the new

variables, the Vlasov equation takes the form

< £ W " -(E + *XB)'̂  • (13)

Representing the perturbed electromagnetic field in the form of integrals

of the Fourier-Laplace components, we obtain

f = f(tQ, rQ, vQ) - jMdk do) exp{ik-r(T) - iu(T-tQ)}

xf exp{i£u(T-T
1)-ik-f v(T")dx"}(E • ̂ jp- ̂ B. )• ? ,. df • (ik)

J t Q JTi • K,(ii C K,d) tlVIT ;

In an inhomogeneous plasma, the velocity of the particles is not constant,

but changes under the influence of the force FQ. Then, we can write

V(T') = v(t)-(t-T')F0(t).

2
If we assume that k'FVk <<:lj the term with F in the exponential function

can be expanded in a series in F.. Furthermore, if we assume that the

plasma is inhomogeneous in one dimension (F *0, F. =F =0), eq.(lO) be-

comes
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W 1 • U6)

For k, E and B, we confine ourselves to the configuration

k=(0, k, 0), E=(E, 0, 0) and B=(0, 0, B). (17)

For eqs.(lU), (15), (l6) and (17), and linearized Maxwell's equations, we

obtain the linear dispersion relation for a purely transverse mode as

follows:

2 . 2 2 .k 32e
u " k c = E " ^

£- f
(^T vy" *T

ra) -kv
y

To investigate the filamentation instability for the propagation of LIB

through a chamber, we assume the beam distribution function f, as:

m, „ XSL

f (y»v) = N, exp{-(r") }exp{- • -[ (v - V, ) + v ]} (20)
b b '

where L is the scale length of inhomogeneity of the beam plasma. From

eqs.(l8), (19) and (20), the dispersion relation for the filamentation

instability is given by

1 " U3(<n+iv) [ 1 "

2 2
1 2 Vb + ub

2 3k
"b

at y=L. In order to calculate the dispersion relation numerically, we

choose the following parameters: N =10 en> , N =10 cm" , T =10 eV, T =

0.1 MeV, V =U.l*xioTcm/sec, V =U.l»xl09cm/sec and L=O.l cm for a 10 MeV
p b

proton beam propagating in a plasma. The results of a numerical investi-

gation of the dispersion relation are plotted in Fig.2 in dimensionless

form: the line of <5Q/U> is obtained for a homogeneous plasma, the lines of
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6/u and ju |/w show the effect of inhomogeneity of plasma coming into

play and u is negative values in this case.

h. CONCLUSIONS

From Fig.2 it is found that the growth rate of the filamentation insta-

bility for the inhomogeneous plasma is decreased below that for the homo-

geneous plasma. So that, it can be considered that there is almost no ef-

fect of the inhomogeneity of the beam plasma on the stability condition for

the filamentation instability. Consequently, from Fig.l it is found that

it might be possible to propagate LIB stably through the target chamber

without triggering the two-stream instability and with sufficiently slow

filamentation growth.

This research was partly supported by Grant-in Aid for Scientific Re-

search from the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture of Japan.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. Estimated stability boundaries (density H vs. density N. ) for a

proton beam propagating in a plasma. Parameters are: T =0.1 MeV,

T =10 eV, V =U.l*xKrcm/sec, T=10 nsec. Regions below the solid line

(two-stream instability) and the dashed line (filamentation instabil-

ity) are stable, while 6 T<5 is a criterion for control of filamen-
max

tation instability.

Fig.2. Nondimensional growth rate 5/co and frequency |u> |/to which are ob-

tained for an inhomogeneous plasma and nondimensional growth rate

6n/o) which is obtained for a homogeneous plasma versus nondimen-
P 18 -3

sional wave number kc/w . The chosen parameters are: N =10 cm ,
16 -? p 7 p q

Nfe=10 cm , T =10 eV, T =0.1 MeV, V =U.UxlO1 cm/sec, Vb=U.l»xKrcm/sec,
L=0.1 cm.
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ABSTRACT

At first it is shown that the stable plasma channel can be formed by
comparing the growth rate of the sausage instability appearing in the plasma
channel with that of the channel with no fluid motion. Next the combined
instability between the sausage mode and the Kelvin-Helmholtz mode is dis-
cussed for the propagating ion-beam and for the propagating and rotating
ion-beam through the plasma channel. The propagating and rotating ion-beam
is expected to be kept stable during the duration time of the beam propaga-
tion.

1. Growth rate of Axisymmetric Sausage Instability of Plasma Channel

The basic equations for the analysis of the axisymmetric sausage insta-

bility in the plasma channel are written down as follows:

|£ + div pv = 0, (1)

p[f* + (w-V )V] - - Vp + ^(VXB)XB, (2)

(4)

Here t is the time', p the density, B the magnetic field, v the velocity of

the channel plasma, and the pressure p is written by p«(z+l)kpT/m,. where z

is the charge number and m is the mass of the plasma ion. In these basic

equations, the energy dissipations by viscocity and thermal and electric

conductivities are completely neglected. The linearized equations of eqs.

(l)-(A) in the axisymmetric forms are obtained here under the assumptions:

3/36-0, v z 0=0, ve;, -0, Beo«Bo,
 B
r0*Bz0"°»

 B
ri*

B
zi"°

 a n d perturbed quantities

= exp(i/k dr + ik z + yt). Here the suffix 1 denotes perturbed quantities.
IT Z

The wave numbers kr and k are for the radial and axial directions, respec-
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2 2
tively. By using nondimensional quantities, R=r/r (r =P-C /'"JQ) , K =k r ,

K =k r , P=yr /v (v =/<T/m), U«v n/v (where v - is the velocity in the ra-
z z p p s s „ ru s ru

dial direction) and B=Bf./i'8irp7v , the dispersion relation is written down as

follows:

• i • I' • &g

[- 6U2 (2B2 (2B2

f><4+ S'i

(5)

The growht rate T or y is calculated based on the data (shown in Fig.l)

of the formation of the plasma channel obtained by computer simulation.

r
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Figure 2 shows the nondimensional growth rate V versus Che time t. The non-

dimensional wave numbers K = 3.1416, 2.0944 and 1.5708 corresponds to the

wave lengthes X = 2r_, 3r. and 4rQ (r. = 0.4 cm), respectively. The product

of the maximum growth rate y by the duration time T (= 350 ns) of the

channel formation versus the wave number k is shown in Fig.3. It is easily

understood that the plasma channel with a radial motion can be kept stable

during the duration time T, because the product y T is much smaller than
max

unity.

Here we summarize the growth rates of the sausage instability in the

plasma channels with no fluid motion.

1.1 channel with sharp boundary

The growth rate Yi of the plasma channel with the profiles of the con-

stant azimuthal magnetic field B,.- and the constant density p. within the

plasma channel r « r_ is given by'

/ r 2 k2 B2 2 Jl , 2
r - B_ k
p 0 z

where In is the modefied Bessel function, B - the magnetic field in the z=U zO
direction. The product of the maximum growth rate

T of the channel formation is given for the density p

the channel radius r~ = 0.4 cm,
_

y the duration time

3.35x10 g/cm ,

0

Y, x = 0.0936 k B1 (kgauss).
lmax z z ° (7)

The solid lines in Fig.4 show Y, T versus k6 lmax z
for B Q n = 10 kgauss and 20 kgauss.

1.2 channel with finite radius

The growth rate F. or Y? of the plasma

channel with the Following profiles of the

magnetic field B Q, the density pQ and the tem-

perature T. Fig. 4

(8)

(9)

(10)
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1 2)
is given by _'

A K A v k
2 or Y - 1 f ( n ' : i n t e g e r ) (11)'2 ir(n' + 1/2) ul '2 ir(n' + 1/2) '

~ To
where A^ = / R/ =—5 5- <JR (R - 0, R = 1) and n1 is the mode

. -1 h 5(1 - TT) + 3R^ l 2

number. v '

1.3 channel with infinite radius

For the plasma channel with the profiles of

B". r/r

po

V

1

(1

(1

% '

+ r2/

To
+ r2/

c

cJ

rv,4/3 '

(13)

the growth rate P, or Y, of the sausage instability is written down as
1 21 i

follows: •'

A2 Kz A 2 V k

F3 = ir(n'"+ 1/2) o r Y3 " ir(n' + 1/2)'

where A, = A ^ 1/^CJ + « ^ d R (R = Oj R = «,).
3 / 2 2~~3
J ^(5/3 + 2R^)(1 + R V

The growth rates r_, and T., of the most dangerous mode (n1 • 1) of V^ and

T. are given respectively by

To. = 0.2269 K (16)
la z>

T,, = 0.2277 K . (17)

The chain and broken line in Fig.4 presents the product of the dimensional

maximum growth rates y~. and y., by the duration time T versus the
2dmax 3dmax

dimensional wave number k in the same line.

In order to compare our growth rate Y with Y, » Y,j or Y-,
r a max 'lmax 2dmax 3dmax

we choose the sausage mode of the wave length X = 2 r .

m a x — = 0.0085. (18)
Yl max
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Y2dmax Y3dmax
o.O55. (19)

According to these results, we can conclude that the maximum growth rate

Y of the moving plasma by the order of one or two smaller than those of
'max b r

Y, , YOJ an(i Y,. of the plasma channel with no fluid motion. The
lmax 2dmax 3dmax

plasma channel which has a radial velocity remains stable regarding the

sausage instability during the duration time of the channel formation.

2. Growth Rate of Combined Instability of Propagating Ion-Beam

Basic equations for the analysis of combined instability between the

sausage and .Kelvin-Helmholtz instability are written as follows:

2.1 with no azimuthal motion

W + x 3r"(r "b Ubr) + 3z"(nb ubz) " °' (20)

'wL

TT + Ue2ff> - - ̂ - * VEr " «„ V'

0 ( Ez + Uer B9>

if*if
9r

' - ^ - . V - (27)

Figure 5 shows the profiles of the electron and ion-beam number densi-

ties n and n, , the azimuthal magnetic field B., the electric fields E and

E in the r- and z-directions and the velocity of the electron u in the z-

direction. The following initial parameters are used for the calculation:

u - 1.37xlO2 m/s, u. -= 3.1xl07 m/s, n - 10 2 2 nf3, nJ - 10
2 A m"3, n =

ez bz D i e
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1.02x10 m • , E - - 4-27x10 V/m. ._ And the nondimensional parameters are

BQ = 15.8 T,
ft

4.9x10 V/m and rQ = 1.02x10" m. Here the back ions

are assumed to be stationary and the number density of them to be constant.

Figure 6 shows the product of the maximum growth rate y r by the duration
max

time T1 (=50 ns) of the beam propagation through the plasma channel versus
the wave number k .

z
As mentioned in §1, the ratio of the maximum growth rate y for the

plasma channel to y for it with a sharp boundary and to y or y

lmax 2dmax 3dmax

for it with a finite or infinite radius are 0.0085 and 0.055, respectively.

Therefore if the propagating ion-beam expands in a radial direction, the

growth rate of the propagating ion-beam will be reduced. The propagating

ion-beam must be kept in a stable state for the mode of the longer wave

lengthes than about X = 2

2.2 with azimuthal motion

We now consider the combined instability of the propagating ion-beam

with an azimuthal velocity uQ (uQ = r-u). Here the angular velocity 0) is
D 0 U

assumed to be constant. The basic equations are as follows:

m n(lr

f-(n u ) = 0,
dz z

*K T) + enr&)Bz -
 e n u

2
Be

mnrw

(28)

(29)
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-u
,d z

I J 2 - ) = - | j ( n K T ) + e n u B g + e n E , ( 3 0 )

e n r (i) = - 3r (31)

7fc(r V- (3?)

\i e n u 3z (33)

Figure 7 shows the profiles of the number density n/n_ = exp(-

the magnetic field in the z-direction B /B Q

muthal magnetic field

2

exp(- r /r_)
2 2
/)
2 2

ro/r [1 - exp(- r /r Q)], for n Q

7

the azi-
20-3

= 10 m ,

2 x 10" = 1.78 x 107 5.44 T,

0.8. The product of the maximum growth rate Y

= 6.8 T and r u)/u A
 =

the duration time T

of the propagating ion-beam versus the wave number k is given in Fig.8.

As mentioned in 2.1, the radial motion of the ion-beam must reduce the

growth rate of the combined instability. Therefore it is expected that the

stable propagating ion-beam through the plasma channel can be formed for a

rotating motion (r tu/u > 0.8) and a radial motion.

20

10

0 10 2.0 Tt^ „ nc.m!

Fig. 7

3. Conclusion

The plasma channel with the radial motion remains stable before the beam

propagation regarding the axisymmetric sausage instability.

T.t is expected *".hat the stable propagating ion-beam through the plasma

channel can be formed for the rotating motion and the radial motion.
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THEEMODYNAMIC INVESTIGATION OF THE OPTIMAL CONDITION
OF LIGHT-ION BEAM PROPAGATION IN A PLASMA

T.Kato.E.Murakami,S.Tanimoto and R.Katoh
Dept. of Appl. Phys., Waseda Univ., Tokyo,160,Japan

ABSTRACT

The optimal steady state for the light ion beam propagation in a plasma
is examined by the aid of thermodynamics of irreversible processes. The
state of minimum entropy production, satisfying the subsidiary condition
to keep the electromagnetic energy constant, coincides with the state of
perfect charge and current neutrality. Under the subsidiary condition
to keep the total energy constant, we obtain a new condition for
transport.

INTRODUCTION

The transport of intense ion beam in a plasma is investigated by the

aid of thermodynamics of irreversible processes. The threorem of

minimum entropy production determines a steady state in the linear

thermodynamic systems. Although the validity of the theorem for the

problems of the intense ion beam is dubious, we adopt it as the guiding

principle to obtain the optimal steady transport of ion beam.

In accordance with standard procedures of thermodynamics of

irreversible processes, we can formulate the rate of entropy production

of the beam plasma system by taking account of Coulomb collisions and

find the minimum rate of entropy production under subsidiary conditions.

Two types of the subsidiary conditions yield interesting results.

BASIC EQUATIONS

Fokker-Planck equation for the charged particles of species a is

given by ̂ '

| | ^ ^ i | | g ( ) a)
where Ca(fQ,fa) (denotes the collision term. In case of high speed bean

injection, the collision term is reduced to the following form:
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(2)

The equation of continuity,of momentum balance and energy balance are

obtained from moment equations of eq.(l) with respect to velocity

components: equation of continuity

equation of momentum balance

and equation of energy balance

3Ta+ U"(l

(5)
where P_ denotes the pressure tensor, J is the heat flux vector, R is

ft "~a

the drag force vector and Q is the heat due to the collision between

species a and 6 • The energy U Q consists of the kinetic energy and

thermal energy,

The energy balance of the electromagnetic field is written,

lM y £2+B2) ) + y (^lxl) ) = " J'l . (7)
The entropy change of the system is obtained from the above equations

by the help of Gibbs relation,

(8)

where e denotes the internal energy and v denotes the volume of the

system. The internal energy of the species a per unit volume is

described by

where P is the hydrostatic pressure defined by

?a = P a I + n a • (10)

The entropy balance is determined by

where p is the density of the species a and p s denotes the entropy
a a a

per unit volume. Temperature of the species T are assumed to be
a
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equal each other. The entropy production o of total system is

composed of three parts: ion beam, plasma ion and plasma electron.
6 = if = °b + °i + °e

For simplicity, we assume uniform temperature and isotropic pressure

tensor. The dominant contribution to the entropy production may come

from the interaction between the beam ion and plasma electron, therefore

we make use of the entropy (f /T exclusively.

MODEL OF PLASMA CHANNEL

Consider the transport of ion beams in a plasma channel. The plasma

channel is assumed to be a circular cylinder around z axis with radius r0

and to contain n^ plasma ions and n electrons per unit volume. The

light ion beam, n^ ions per unit volum, propagate along z axis with

unform velocity v
b . The plasma ions and electrons also move parallel

to z axis with constant velocity v and v respectively. The charge

density and current density in the plasma channel are given by,

o = e ( z i n i - n e + z b n b ) , j = e ( 2 i
n
i
v
i -

n
e
v
e
+ z

b
n
b
v b ) <13>

By assuming z.=Zk=l and introducing four parameters f, g, f and g_

defined by

ne-«i = n bf , n e + n i = nbg

and n e v e ~ n i v i = nb vb^m • n e v e + n i v i =

we can rewrite o and j in a concise form as

o = en b(1-f) , j = en bv b(1-f m) . (15)

For the uniform distribution of the charge and current, the intensity

of the electric and magnetic field are given by

Er = Eo- = 2Ttor Eg = Ez = 0
r° r i ro (16)

B = B o£ = -^jr B_ = B = 0
B °r0 c r z

where Eo and Bo denote values of E and B at r-r Q . The average

value of the electromagnetic energy density over the cylindrical plasma

is calculated as:

Ef
„
)2) (I7)
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The sum of the kinetic energy of beam ions, plasma ions and electrons

is expressed in terms of four parameters,

\lgt) IXg+tl ' •

For simplicity, we assume transverse temperature of beam ions, plasma

ions and electrons are finite and uniform. Total energy of the system

is written as a sum of three parts

E = E + K + (r^ + n i + nji.1l . (19)

OPTIMAL CONDITION

Stable transport of ion beam in a plasma is one of the irreversible

processes. The theorem of minimum entropy production is of great use

in the study of irreversible processes near the equilibrium state.

It seems reasonable to employ the entropy principle instead of the

energy principle to the problems of ion beam transport in a plasma.

We make use of the theorem of minimum entropy production with some

modifications.

For an intense ion beam, accelerated more than several Mevs, the energy

of the ion beam propagating through plasma is less than few percent. As

the measure of authenticity, we adopt the most dominant term of entropy

production given in eq.(lO). By specifying different subsidiary

conditions, we can obtain the steady state far from thermal equilibrium.

Two subsidiary conditions are concidered.

Constant electromaKnetic energy

The state of minimum entropy production, under the subsidiary condition

to keep the electromagnetic energy of the plasma channel constant, is

obtained with the help of the method of Lagrange's undetermined multipliers.

The entropy production o is written in termes of f, g, f and g^

0 = TQe = ip ^ T b L ( e + f ) • <20)

Under the subsidiary condition E-= constant, the variational calculus

yields that the parameters of charge and current neutralization are unity
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f = f m= 1- (21)

These parameters determine a state of the minimum entropy and also of the

minimun free energy. These conditions are satisfied in the method utilizing

the z discharge plasma chat

of validity of our method.

the z discharge plasma channel? These results can be regarded as a evidence

Constant total energy

Under the other condition that the total sum of the kinetic, thermal and

electromagnetic energy is kept constant, the state of minimum entropy is

different from the thermodynamic equilibrium state given above. The total

energy is expressed as

E - (i+g)nbkT • • ( • ! + "itefr*' • •l(&fr)>)»bvfc (32)

By the extremum condition, ve obtain a relation of the parameters neglecting

terms of order m / m.

fm = ** ' ""* f = 1 • (23)

These relations require n.v.= 0 and n v = n. v. This can be understood
i l e e D o.

as follows. The most dominant parts of the total energy are the kinetic

energy of the beam. In our calculation the values of IL and v are kept

constant. To compensate the entropy production, the kinetic energy should

decrease as possible. The reduction of the ion kinetic energy is the most

effective, i.e. v.= 0.

On the otherhand, these condition stipulate that the electrons move with

beam ions to attain the complete current neutrality, therefore, the return

current makes dominant contribution to the current neutrality.

We find a clue to propose a new transport mechanism of the intense ion

beam . A simple idea to realize the above situation is the ballistic

transport of neutralized pulse ion beam in vacuum transport tube. The ion

beam is charge neutralized through the electron atmosphere before entering

to the transport tube and also electron beams, with same velocity as that of

ion beam, should be injected to attain the current neutrality in vacuum

transport tube. Similar mechanisms are already developed in the branch of

the heavy ion beam techniques. »)
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IMPLOSION AND STABILITY OF LIB TARGET

SHIGEO KAWATA AND KEISHIRO NIU
Department of Energy Sciences, Tokyo Institute of Technology

Midori-ku, Yokohama 227, Japan

ABSTRACT

Simulation results for the implosion of LIB target
are explained by a simple analytical model for hollow shell targets.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of Light Ion Beam (LIB) with a pellet is generally

explained by thewell-known Coulomb interaction. The LIB denosits

its energy at the end region of stoutiing range. By this fact and by

employing the pellet presented in ?i»,.l, the massive tameer (pb),

the pusher (Al) and the DT fuel play as a cannon barrel, the gunpowder and

a cannon ball, respectively. The pusher (Al) expands and pushes efficientlly

DT inward. This cannon model, which is realized in the ion beam ICF,

has a less loss than the ablation one in Laser ICF. In this report,

numerical simulation results by the one dimensional code are presented

briefly and a simple analytical model is proposed to explain the simulation

results.

The optimal pellet radius and the acceleration energy of a LIB particle

are obtained from our cannon model. To optimize the pellet parameters leads

to the optimization of the product of the hydrodynamic efficiency (n )

and the conversion efficiency (n') from the internal energy in the

pusher (Al) to the kinetic energy of DT fuel. Therefore we calculate

r|=ri'nH to optimize the pellet parameters.

ANALYTICAL MODEL

He carried out the numerical simulation of DT implosion and obtained the

following results:

1) Even in a simple pellet (see Fig.l), the sufficient pellet gain in

order to construct a LIB-ICF reactor, can be attainable.

2) The pellet must have the optimal amount of DT fuel for the isentropic

compression.

3) The sufficient pellet gain can be obtained, even if we choose a pellet
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whose radius is rather large, that is, 0,5-1.0 cm radius. This is

important for LIB propagation in a ICF reactor,

4) There is the optimal value of the acceleration voltage of LIB particle.

Results described above, are explained by the simple analytical model

of the cannon model. Our simple model is shown in Fig. 2. The outer

surface of Al pusher does not move because of sustaining of massive Pb

tamper. The DT ball moves inward as a piston. For simplicity, we

employ the following assumptions: 1) perfect cannon model described

above. 2) LIB deposits its energy homogeneouslly in the pusher at

the initial time (t=0) at a moment. 3) ideal pusher gas. 4) adiabatic

process. 5) slab pellet. 6) we neglect the thermal effect on the

LIB stopping power. Based on these assumptions, we can obtained the

following equation for the speed U of DT ball:

SP0 (Y-l)U

2CQ

Equation (1) is easily solved as follows:

(2)

where P_ is the initial pressure of pusher, C« the initial sound speed

of pusher, p« the initial mass density of pusher, Y "5/3 the ratio

of the specific heat, r^ the initial outer radius of pusher, S the

suface area of pusher, m ™ the total mass of DT fuel, E, (MeV) the energy

of a LIB particle at the outer surface of pellet, R.. the thickness

of pusher and Eb(MJ) the LIB total energy . From the theory of Coulomb

interaction, the thickness of pusher is calculated :

RA1(um)=7.5

Here the factor ot(<l) is the rate of deposited energy in the pusher Al

to the LIB energy.
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From eq.(3), we can roughly estimate the compression time t :

ro/(3CQ) _ (5)

IMPLOSION EFFICIENCY

The conversion efficiency n.' from the internal energy in the Al

pusher to the kinetic energy of DT ball is estimated by

m A l =

ffiPb=

( m D T "

2

4fr_

R Al

L > + " P b

POA1

P O P b .

Eb

On the other hand, the hydrodynamic efficiency is roughly estimated

by

n ^ (7)

(8-1)

(8-2)

where m A 1 is the total mass of pusher Al, m_, the total mass of tamper

and Rp, the thickness of tamper P,, which is estimated by

R ^ = 4.0e^(l-a2) (pm) (9)

Here we must note that there are constraints in our analysis as

follows:

l>a>0 (10)

rQ>0 (11)

£b>0 . (12)
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OPTIMIZATION

By using Eqs.(6) and (7), we can optimize the pellet parameters

of r_, £ and a. Another variable parameters are nu- and E, . In the

optimization of £, , the upper limit comes from the conversion efficiency of

ri*. The lower limit comes from the following relation for the validity

of the cannon model:

RPbPOPb „

P
c t °
COPbc

When an expansion wave propagates from the outer surface of tamper to

the contact surface of tamper and pusher, and the density of Pb tamper

becomes low compared with PQT<T' t n e c a n n o n model breaks and the

hydrodynamic efficiency decreases. In the optimization of rQ, the

upper limit is caused by the efficiency of n' and the lower limit is

caused from the efficiency of ru.

The summarized results for optimized parameters are shown in

Fig.3. In our analyses, the constraints for ot do not appear except

for the relation (10).

NONUNIFORM COMPRESSION

When LIB impinges on the shell pellet, pusher and DT fuel move

inward. At the initial stage of the compression, the mass density

of Al pusher has the larger value compared with the the mass density

of DT fuel and the R-T instability will not appear. In this early

stage, the nonuniform illumination of LIB and the intrinsic pellet

asymmetries affect the uniform compression of pellet severely. At

the later stage, the pusher Al expands and its density decreases as

PAT < PTW- I n this stage, R-T instability is severe in the uniform

compression.

At first, we can investigate the nununiform compression by using

eq.(l). Roughly, the pertubation U of V is estimated by

V
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The purturbation C^ is the result of nununiformity.By IJ , we can

estimate the purturbation of the radius in the azimuthal direction:

(15)

At the later stage, the R-T instability grows based on this perturbation.

In the linear analysis of R-T instability,

1/2 c

= r^ exp(A ) < R (16)

where R is the thickness of pellet shell and A the aspect ratio.

r^ < R exp(-A1/2)

CQ < R/(3tc) exp(-A
1/2)

CQ < rQ/(3tcA) exp(

C^C,, < I/A exp(-A1/2) ( 1 7 )

The left handside of Eq.(17) is the ratio of the nonunifonnity. In the

case of A=15, CU/C- < 0.14Z,

From these consideration, we can conclude that the most severe

problem in the pellet design is that of the nununiform implosion.

Fig.l

DT

VACUUM

ft,'Pox
100-

Fig. 2

n

10-

1-

R3 R2 R,
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Fig. 3
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APPROXIMATION FORMULA TO THE EQUATION OF STATE
OF THE DEGENERATED ELECTRON GAS

R. Katoh and T. Kato

Dept. of Appl. Phys. Waseda Univ. Tokyo, 160, Japan

ABSTRACT

Various effects to be considered in a plasma at high density and temp-
erature are examined by introducing several parameters. Approximation
formulae to the equation of state of the degenerated electron gas are
proposed. The adiabatic curves of plasmas with and without photon gas
are compared.

INTRODUCTION

In the inertial confinement fusion (ICF) scheme, a target pellet must be

compressed up tc 10 3 ^ 101* times solid density in order to satisfy Lavson's

criterion. In this process, temperature and number density of the matter

in a pellet vary from 10~3 to 101* eV and from 10 2 2 to 10 2 6 cm"3, respective-

ly. Therefore it is important to obtain the equation of state which con-

tainj necessary effects in such density and temperature region. First of

all, we examine the possible state of matter (hydrogen, i.e. proton and

electron) under such conditions by introducing various parameters. Second-

ly, we especially take up the degeneracy effect of the electron gas because

this effect is thought t.n be one of the most serious causes that pressure

deviates from classical one (Fig.2), and propose approximate formulae to

the equation of state vith this effect. Finally we discuss the problem of

the adiabatic compression in several respects.

DEFINITIONS OF PARAMETERS

1) Thermal de Broglie wave length: X (a measure of quantum effect)

(1)

( h : Planck's constant, kfi : Bolzmann constant )

2) Classical mean particle distance: a

a = (3Aitn)l/3 , n = N/V (2)
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3) Fermi temperature: T^ (a measure of degeneracy)

k) Coupling constant: T

Coulomb interaction energy

r =
Kinetic energy

" r > 1 : strongly coupled, T << 1 : weakly coupled "

These parameters are illustrated in Fig.l in the case of proton and

electron. The path of tha implosion process starts from bottom of left-

hand side of the figure and arrives at top of right-hand side of it.

Importance of degeneracy of the electron gas is clear from Figs.l and 2.

Therefore we treat the electron gas model from now on.

APPROXIMATE FORMULAE TO THE EQUATION OF STATE

As various studies have been reported on the electron gas over a long

time, there is no margin for essential improvement of it. Previous results

on the equation of state of the electron gas are expressed in two types of

series, that is, low or high temperature expansion, but they aren't smooth-

ly connected to each other at intermediate temperature region. For implo-

sion process varying wide range of parameters shown ii. Fig.l, it is desira-

ble for the equation of state to give single approximate formula.

Approximate formula 1. We have determined the equation of state of the

electron gas by using approximate calculation for the integral including

Fermi function. Number density N/V of the system of Fermion with spin 1/2

is

N U-n I
F(y), F(y) = dx (5)

V h3 J0 exp(x-y)+l

where x = e/k-oT and y = v/iiJU. To obtain the approximate equation of F(y),

we introduce the Mean Value Theorem. Using this theorem and partial inte-

gration, we get the following with an arbitrary parameter X$(O<_XQ<?>) :

2 f" 3 f ' 1

F(y) = - — *3/2 —
3 Jo 3* l exp(x-y)+l

2 r 8 r 1

U =
3 Jo 3x l exp(x-y)+l > exp(-y)+l

From eqs.(5) and (6), it reduces

8 V x 0
2 / 3

1 + exp(-y) = — . (7)
3/T, N X3

This equation determines chemical potential \i. In the same way, we can
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write down energy E of the same system.

E Uu r" x3/2

= — (2mkRT)
3/2 v TG(y), G(y) = dx . (8)

V h3 B B Jo exp(x-y)+l

Here we rewrite G(y) by F(y) with the same parameter xg in order to

obtain the consistency of approximation. That is,

G(y) = — [ F(z) dz . (9)
2 -L=o

Using eqs.(7) and (9). we can express eq.(8) with common parameter XQ

E Uv
= — (2mE0)

3/2 k T ln(l+exp(y)), E o = xoluT . (10)
V h3

Finally the equation of state is obtained by using Bernoulli's relation

PV = -|-E,

P = n { p + — knT in 2_ j . ( 1 1)

Now we are going to fit this equation to low temperature value.

2 3 r xok_T ̂
P = — n{ u0 + — kJT In — } . (12)

5 2 D I Vo >

The form of this equation is physically valid, but the degree of accuracy

isn't necessarily so good. From the requirement of numerical computation,

we introduce two more parameters, a and B, defined by

2 3 „ ft t x0CT ̂
P = — n{ MO + — T Ce In } (13)

5 2 l wo J

where T in electron volt unit and C = 1.602xl0~12. Here we determine these

parameters to fit eq.(13) to the value of numerical integration by the

method of least squares,

x0 = 5
X1O5, a= 0.982, and B= 1.083.

The degree of accuracy of this formula is shown in Fig.3-

Approximate formula 2. Specific heating C.. is related to pressure by

3 r 3P
— v -

2 I 3T v

and therefore if annalytical formula of pressure is given, Cv is obtained

by differenciating it with respect to temperature T. But the temperature

derivative of the above formula deviates from the exact value of Cv at low

temperature remarkably. Thus it is necessary to obtain the equation of

state with its temperature derivative being also correct. Here we deter-

mine the approximate formula of C , first and then obtain the equation of

state by integrating it on T. From mathematical requirement, we determine
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Cv in the form:

3
C = L B ( 1 - expt-C-2-) ), C = — : constant .(15)

2 v0 3

This coincides classical specific heating asymptotically at higher tem-

perature and by choosing constant C = — , this coincides low temperature

expansion at lower temperature. According to eq.(l^), pressure is obtained

like
3 P O IT2 kgT

P = nkg ( T + exp( ) ) + C , (C :constant). (l6)

To determine the constant C , we expand the exponential in the case of

low temperature and fit it the previous low temperature expansion.

Finally we get the equation of state as

3 if k-jT 2
P = nk_T + — nyo ( *xp(- ) -1) + — nvo

If 3 Mo ?

The degree of accuracy of this formula is shown in Fig.l4.

ADIABATIC CURVES

The second law of thermodynamics is rewritten by

r 3P i x f 3U i
ds = Z { — 2 - dV + — — 2 . dT } (18)

a '•ST-'v T ^ B T - ' v

where a deno;es species and every species has same temperature and is in

the common volume. In the adiabatic compression, ds=O, adiabatic curve is

given by the differential equation

dV V Z C,
dT T I f 9Pa

For electron, proton and monatomic molecule, eq.(l9) becomes

n = C T3''2 (20)

where n is number density and C a constant determined by initial condition.

For diatomic molecule, eq.(19) becomes

n = C T5^2 . (21)

To obtain the adiabatic curve with photon gas, we solve eq.(l9) by

numerical computation with Runge-Kutta method.

Results are shown in Figs.l* and 5.
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MAGNETIC-FIELD-CENERATING THERMAL IHSTABILITY

IN THE CASE OF ICF BY LIGHT ION BEAM

Hasatada OGASAWARA and Hichiaki ISHIHARA

Faculty of Science and Technology

Keio University, Hiyoshi, Yokohama 223,JAPAN

ABSTRACT

Stability of LIB implosion for the thermal instability is investigated in

comparison with laser implosion. Several conditions on the thermal

instability are drawn in n-T diagram. Essential unstable condition is A<n/ns

<B, where A=8.1 x10l3T[eV]8/3(lNlTr
l{3B=6.2x10l2T[eV]2 R/(1N1T), n =4.5xi6

12

m , lNEai] and 1 T [m] are the scale lengths of number density and

temperature. High density and low temperature plasma produced by LIB is

less unstable than that produced by laser. This is confirmed actua]ly by

the results of simulation done at the Tokyo Institute of Technology.

INTRODUCTION

Temperature perturbation T, grows with time accompanying the perturbed

magnetic field generation if ' T ^ n and Vn-7T>0 hold [1,2,3], where n and T

are the zeroth order of number density and temperature. This is called

thermal instability. The magnetic field thus generated is thought to have

influence on the thermal conductivity, generation of high energy particles

and hence on the implosion process. Laser energy is absorbed resonantly at

the critical point and transported to the ablation front. If the magnetic

field is generated the heat flux will be reduced and the implosion

efficiency will decrease. Nonisotropic irradiation of the laser will cause

the thermal instability. LIB energy is absorbed mainly in the high density

pusher after passing the tamper layer, and the implosion process is

described by the cannon ball model [4]. Mechanisms of the energy absorption

and the implosion are different from those in the case of laser. The aim of

this paper is to investigate the possibility of arising the thermal

instability in the LIB implosion.
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MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

Zercth order number density and temperature gradients 'n and 'T with scale
lengths 1 N and 1^ are taken along x direction. The collisional heat flux
across the magnetic field is an important process in the thermal
instability. Then the mean free path lm should be much smaller than the
scale lengths, i.e.,

<1>, l m « 1N, 1 T . (1)
We consider the perturbations of the temperature and the number density of
the form

T^y.t), nx(y,t) = exp(iky+yt) . (2)
Wave length X of the perturbation must satisfy the condition

<2>, l m « \ < ZirS , (3)
where R is the radius of a pellet. The thermal instability ha3 a great
influence on the implosion, if the growth ratey satisfies the relation

where timp,i3 the implosion time which can be estimated by timp. = R/Cs , Cs

being the sound speed.

MECHANISM OF THE THERMAL INSTABILITY

A tercperature perturbation T^ytt) gives rise to a perturbed magnetic field
B2(y,t), due to B: -(e/en)VnxV Tlfwhich produces heat fluxes in the y
direction by Righi-Leduc effect. The heat flux qy is shown to precede T^ by
phase angle ir/2 if VT*vn >0 [1],and the initial temperature perturbation
is enhanced. As the result the magnetic field also increases. A
combination f i x 7 n^ also contributes to the magnetic field and the
instability condition is modified to [(T^dT/dx) + (n~ldn/dx)] • (T~1dT/dx)
>0,[2]. The growth rate y is given by, [2],

Y =(1/2) (-A W A 4 + C }, (5)

A = (5a + 3b)k2/5 , C = 12bk2a(fkc - k2}/5, (6)
a = 02/1)TTCT, b = 2K/3(1+Z)n, f = 1+[(T"1dT/dx)/(n1dn/dx)], (7)
k c = <Yo/«OYo

) T T / m (n"Jan/dx)(T"W/dx)/(c2/4Tra ), (8)
where the numerical coefficients YO» YO» *O

 are listed in Braginskii's book
[5] and °, K, T are the electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, mean
collision time respectively.
From (5) and (6), instability condition is given by

<H> , fk2 > kz . (9)
Hence the minimum wavelength X c = 2w//fkJ exists for unstable wave and the
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condition <2> and <4> are expressed respectively as

<2'>, R2fk2 > 1, <1'>, l2fk2 < 1 . (10)
m

CONDITIONS FOB THE THERMAL INSTABILITY IN n-T DIAGRAM

The four conditions <1>, <2'>, <3> and <4'> depend on n, T and SCP.1?

lengths 1 N and 1T. Figure 1 (a), (b) and (c) are for the scale length 1^ =

10ym, lOOym and 1000pm respectively. Here we have assumed 1 N = 1 T for

simplicity. Left side (lower temperature) region of the line <1> satisfies

the condition <1>. Between two lines <2«> and <H>>, the instability is

unstable and its wave length X satisfies the condition <2>. Between the

lines <*tV and <3>, yt. > 1 is satisfied,
imp.

COMPARISON OF LASER AND LIB IMPLOSION

-2
The horizontal line at n/ns = 2.25 * 10 expresses the critical density

corresponding to the Nd glass laser wavelength 1.06(i m. The typical density

and temperature profiles are given in Fig.2, where x c is the critical

point, typical temperature is a couple of hundreds eV, then the condition

for the thermal instability is well satisfied in the case of laser

implosion.

On the other hand, LIB energy is absorbed around n/ns = 1 which is about 50

times larger than the critical density for the Nd glass laser. Typical

temperature is about 100 eV. The difference in the typical temperatures

between laser and LIB comes from the different absorption mechanisms. The

width of the resonance absorption of laser is narrower than that of the

Bragg peak in the case of LIB. Since LIB case has generally low

temperature and high density, the possibility of exciting the thermal

instability is lower than that of laser implosion. Actually in n-T

diagram,the point n/ns = 1, T= 100eV is outside of the unstable region in

Fig.1-(c), where the scale length is rather long , i.e., 1000 \i m. The

condition <2'>, R2 f k2, >1 which is expressed by the line <2* > in Fig.1

depends on the square of the pellet radius R. If the radius becomes 10

times larger, <2'> line becomes 100 times larger and the unstable region

becomes wider. Because of the present level of focussing technique of LIB,

the pellet radius is taken comparatively large, which enhances the

possibility of exciting the thermal instability.

Thus we can conclude that generally LIB has safer parameters than those of
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the laser for the onset of the thermal instability.

In the following sections, we will actually see the above conclusion in the

actual simulation.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF TIT, [6]

Professor Hiu's group at the Tokyo Institute of Technology made a

simulation of the implosion by LIB with the one dimensional code "Mt.Fuji"

developed there. The pellet has a structure as shown in Fig.3 and values of

several parameters are shown in Table 1. Obtained profiles of density and

temperature are schematically drawn in Fig.4, where the hatched regions

A,B,C correspond to the unstable region where Tidman and Shanny's condition

Table 1, Parameters used in simulation of TIT,[6]

Rl = 5
H2 = 4
R3 = 4
R4 = 4

[result]

.925

.615

.485

fnnt

nun
mm
mm

pellet gain

input

beam

beam

; 249 ,

energy ;

energy ;

duration time ;

implosion time

3
3
40

MJ
MeV
ns

; 51.5 ns

[1], (dn/dx)(dT/dx) > 0 holds. Region A is near the contact surface

between DT fuel and Al. Region B is located in Al layer inside of the

position where the temperature is maximum. The time evolution of the

density and the temperature at the points where the density has peaks in

the region A and B are drawn in Fig.t,where numbers show time in ns. At

about 35 ns and 19.5 ns, the curve B enters into the unstable region

respectively in the group of 1 = 100 u m and 10 u m. In the region B of

Fig.4, 1 N =159 um at 45 ns, then n and T are thought well in the unstable

region. Curve A just overlapps the unstable region of 1 N = 10 p i case

[Fig.Ka)] at about 30ns. From the profiles of Fig.4, 1 N = 14 pm at 30 ns

in the region A, then the thermal instability is exited. Though the time

evolution curves A and B in Fig.Ka) and (b) comes into the unstable

region, they do not cross the line<3> of Ytimp.> 1 ,in their early stage of

the implosion.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Several conditions on the thermal instability are drawn in n-T diagram

given by Fig.1,(a),(b) and (c). The conditions that the instability has an

influence on the implosion are given by

/ns < 6.2*1(f^[eV]
2!*/ ( 1 ^ ) , (ID

derived from the conditions <3> and <4'>. When 1 =100y m, this inequality

becomes 20[eV]< T < 500[eV] at the critical density n/ns =0.0225 for the Nd

glass laser and 80[eV]< T < 5[keV] at n/n =10. Laser energy is absorbed

resonantly, so locally the temperature becomes high enough to enter the

unstable region in n-T diagram. In LIB case, temperature increases slowly

and density is high. In the simulation of TIT, region near the contact

surface of DT and Al(pusher) enters the unstable region in n-T diagram. At

that time (50ns) the implosion is almost accomplished. A part of pusher

becomes unstable at about 35 ns. In that case, however, the growth rate

is small and does not satisfy y t jjnp>1. But once the pusher becomes

unstable during LIB irradiation, the generated magnetic field decreases the

thermal conductivity and the growth rate is expected to increase rapidly

due to the increase of the temperature. As a conclusion the LIB implosion

is less unstable than the laser implosion.
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Sources of Hot Electrons in Laser-Plasma Interaction

with emphasis on Raman and Turbulence Absorption.

Kent Estabrook. W.L.Kruer, D.W.Phi11 ion, R.E.Turner, and E.M.Campbell

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of Calfornia

Livermore, California 94550

Heating targets with high power lasers results in a sizable fraction of the

absorbed energy going into electrons of temperature much greater than thermal

which can pre-heat the pellet core and accelerate fast ion blowoff which results

in poor momentum transfer and hence poor compression efficiency The present

emphasis is to build lasers of higher frequency, uQ, which at the same W/cm

results in more absorption 1(Fig.1) into cooler electrons. Two physical reasons

are that the laser can propagate to a higher electron density,n, <*̂ jj resulting

in more collisional inverse bremsstrahlung absorptions n, and because the hot

temperatures from some plasma absorption processes)such as resonant

absorption,Table 1) increase as the oscillatory velocity of an electron in the

laser electric field v o/c=eE/(m ecj 0). The heated electron temperatures from

other plasma processes (Raman for example) ~(m e/2 )
vphos(. and the higher laser

frequency helps by increasing the competing collisional absorption and

decreasing the Raman gain.

Table 1 is a summary of absorption processes at critical density n c

= 1 0 2 1 (^0/1 )
2e~/cm3. For short pulse . high intensity, or long X o experiments,

resonant absorption 2 is the dominant absorption mechanism and depends on angle

as shown in Table.1 Resonant absorption is the direct conversion of laser light

into electron plasma waves which break in one wavelet to heat electrons by

accelerating them down the density gradient. The fraction absorbed depends on

the component of the l&ser electric field down the steepened density gradient

that is able to tunnel into critical from the light's turning po;nt o f

n/n c=cos 8 where 6 is the angle between the light and density gradient.

The absorption at perpendicular incidence(Table.1) is mostly due to the ion

acoustic decay(lAD) and oscillating two stream(OTS) instabilities which are the

parametric coupling of the laser wave into an electron plasma wave via an ion

acoustic wave or fluctuation 3. Our two dimensional(2-D) simulations show that

10-20% of the light can be absorbed at perpendicular incidence even in a

steepened density gradient in the parameter range of Fig.2.

Laser absorption by ion acoustic turbulence 4' 5 is similar to IAD and OTS

except that the ion acoustic wave is driven by the drift between the ions and

thermal electrons accelerated to critical by the positive charge left by the

supratherma1 electrons heated by resonant absorption and parametric processes.

Since the non-linear state of ion acoustic instabilities is not understood, we

ran 1 and 2-D simulations in which the ion density was fixed in a turbulent

spectrum matched to basic experiments. There is a wide variety of experiments

in the literature and although they agree on the general shape of the tf(V) of

the turbulence, they do not agree on where the (o(kAD) peak is. Simulations show

that the characteristic heated electron distribution is a Maxwe11ian of

temperature T h o t~(ra e/2)v* 1 1 B J e or T h o t A e ~ [ l . 5+l/(2k
2X{;)] • The heating mechanism

is dominantly wave breaking even for low laser IXJj since the electrostatic field

is resonantly pumped and is consequently much greater than the transverse light

electric field. Fig.3 shows the absorption vs density for various kXp peaks.

The fraction light absorbed=l-exp[-2n(v'/u Q)(!/«„)/(l-n/n c)
1 / 2] in each

direction where t/X0=light path length in vacuum wavelengths. An experimental

diagnostic of ion turbulence or parametric absorption is red shifted 2u0 light.

Fig.4 shows the heated electron temperature vs density from 1-D simulations and

Fig.5 shows results of 2-D simulations. If one considers the electrons to then

equilibrate to a hot 3D temperature, the resulting T h o l would be 2/3 that shown.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S.Department of Energy under

Contract No. W-7405-ENG-448
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TABLE I LASER PLASMA PROCESSES AT DENSITIES .5 nc ->• ne

Source

Absorption

Process

Resonant 10 -f
o

epw

Threshold

Small

T h o t Fraction Light
Absorbed Observable
.6

0 30
degrees

o

Ion Acouttic ti)

Decay
o

u). + epw

Oscillating u

TekeV 10
18

T S 175(IX2/3xl012)
« op

0.4

5 x 10~4 (IX
for T ~

0.3
0.15 s

a.a
•g

Ion

Acoustic

Drift

Turbulence

^ji<£-s l f wfj->3i)
| vpha«e (n,kXD)

100 keV
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Table 2

RAMAH LASER PLASMA PROCESSES AT DENSITIES < nc/4,

Source

Absolute
Raman n^n /A
all Directions

Raman
side n < ri /A
scatter * c

convective
Raman back n <n /«
scatter c

Threshold

I> 2xlO17

,2/3.4/3

" +

vr i
3xlO8 ^

I>4xlO17

Thot

SK2haSe n T '
~100keV

"n

mv2
jphaseCn.y

T^+lOOkeV

Fraction Light
Absorbed Observable

Vlandau

few A >X >X
o s o

Raman
forward n £n
scatter c 5*10

17 V
U V 100keV-»MeV cascade

Ao - laser wavelength/1.06 \m, I - laser intensity W/cm
2, L - Ax(lim)n/Aa

Two plasmon decay is also an important n Ik process which can heat electrons
to suprathermal temperatures as discussed in refs,6,13.

Fig.l Lasnex predictions of absorption
on gold disks with a constant spot size
ot *SOn and pulse length of 1 nsec with
a simple Briilouin backscatler model.
The absorption increasinjs(BriIlouin
decreases) for XO<1 due primarily to
increasing inverse bremstr«hlun6
absorplion.

Fig.2. Healed electron temperatures
from 2-D simulations of Ion acoustic
decay and oscillating two stream
instabilities. The simulations had 5
wavelengths in the y direction and
typically had an inlial x profile rising
from 0 to 1.7 nc in 3A0 except for the
cases for iK^'lO1* which rose to a
higher density. Te«4.
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Raman is the scattering and absorption of laser light6''4 by stimulated
electron plasma waves(epw) in the underdense (n/nc£.25) corona (nt«critical
density where "a^v the local plasma frequency)(Table.2). The incident light
of frequency u0, wave number k0 -scattered light ws.±ks and vt . ke . ±
refers to Raman forward(+) or back(-) scatter. Raman is of particular concern
in large targets since very hot electrons are non-Iinearly generated by the
electron plasma waves and the Raman gain increases with the light path length.
Raraar. is a resonant, absolute10 instability for n£nc/4 and occurs most
efficiently at thrt density. The absorption may be more if the back (forward)
scattered light is subsequently absorbed. As the density decreases, the
backscattered epw wavelength *ep» becomes shorter with respect to the laser
wavelength and in particular with respect to the Debye length ^D=[Te/(4Trne

z)]1^2

where Te is the electron temperature. The electron Landau damping becomes
considerable for *epw~'"^D'

 w n ' c n occurs for high electron temperatures and low
densities (n/nc£.01 Tt) Here the instability is a variation of Raman scatter
called stimulated Compton scattering. There is also an intermediate regime for
densities <.25 nc for which the instability is conveclive, moderately damped,
and can still absorb and scatter a significant amount of light. Both forward
and back scatter accelerate hot electrons in the direction of the laser. The
back and forward refer to the direction of the scattered light.

The simulations were 1.5 dimensional, kinetic (particle in cell),
electromagnetic, and had relativittic electrons. The light boundary condition
allows the light to pass through each end as in vaccuum. Particles leaving the
boundary were re-emitted back into the plasma with the initial temperature. We
find that the heated temperature is roughly independent of intensity and depends
mainly on the density and and background temperature which determines the phase
velocity (vp) of the Raman generated plaiaa wave. In Fig.6.Fig.7, we plot the
heated electron temperature vs background density for two background
temperatures. The curves were found from the solution to the equations

«o-».-*'.p.. "0/c<l-n/nc)>/*« ± «./c(l^ «/«;)»/«+k.pw and ««pw-«;.*3k.p«( rt./b.)
(and kinetic theory11). Here k,pw i* the wave number of the epw, the +(-)
refers to forward(back) scatter.

A simple model of the backscatter in the convective regime can be given.
Kinetic simulations show a rapid evolution to the non—linear state in which the
electron distribution is composed of a cold thermal Maxwellian plus a self
consistent Maxwellian tail of heated electrons,which in turn damps the plasma
wave. The electron density of the tail (rih) is determined by balancing the
energy absorbed by the electons via the damped plasma wave with the heat flux
carried off by the electron tail: Tlu€pw/uo~(mt/Z)v^nll/2VZ. The epw damping is
then estimated from the Landau damping rate by the heated electrons. The simple
model for the conveclive regime is completed by computing the reflection from
'he damped plasma wave. The analysis is just like that for the reflection due
to a damped ion wave12, and results in an analogous expression for the
backscattered reflectivity:

A(l-A) - B (uo/u,) {exp[x(l-A)]-A}. (n/nc<.2)
where A = (vo/ut) r

* = [k;pwt/(8k,)] (vo,/c)« (a.,/?) (V
).pw>/<1-n/nc>

1/2

Here r is the fraction of light reflected, k, is the wave number of the
reflected light wave, y is the Landau damping rate, v o j is the oscillation
velocity of an electron in the incident light wave «XDvT. c is the velocity of
light, I i£ the length of the underdense plasma in the decay region, and B is
the initial noise level of the reflected light wave.

The simple model estimates of the Raman backscatter are compared with
sample simulation results in ref.6 which give reasonable agreement. Rather
large regions of plasma are needed to give a significant reflectivity, even
neglecting the effect of gradients which are especially significant for Raman
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scatter as will be discussed. Hence it is not surprising that Raman scalier has
only recently been observed in our experiments.

This convective model, of course, breaks down for a narrow range of
densities (about .2-.25 nc) where the Raman instability becomes absolute. Near
quorler-critical, two-dimensional effects become important as discussed in
refs.6,13. The 1.5-D Raman results essentially carry over with additional
absorption from the 2" instability. For completeness, filamentation.
sidescatter perpendicular to the laser electric field, and heating by the 2w
instability deserve further attention13.

For Tcold=lKeV, the growth rate of forward scatter is several times less
than for backscatter. It needs a longer system, higher vOI, longer time, and/or
higher density to be significant. However, for large background temperatures (Z
lOkeV), the epw wavelength

damping tends to make backsctlter less competitive relative to forward scatter.
The epw associated with Ramar
wavelength and becomes longei
much higher heated electron
electron distribution observec
back and forward heated electron Maxwelljans can be seen. In simulations of

n/no=.l,Tt=10,t/X0«254, and I)
to forward scatter, with mor«
to several MeV. Fortunately,
gradient and simulations

of backscatter is so short that electron Landau

forward scatter is typically greater than a light

as the plasma density decreases resulting in a
temperature(Fig.Phi11 ion). Fig.8 shows the hot
in a sample computer simulation in which both the

0**2.5x10'* we have seen 257. absorption due mostly
absorption at higher densities, with energies out
forward scatter is sensitive to the density

confirm the theoretical threshold:

IX0
2>5xl017(nc/<n>)

2(An/nc)(X£/&x) where the density changes by in in length Ax
.15). Whereas the spectrum of backscatlered light

consists of mostly one peak'1, the spectrum of forward scatter has a cascade of
peaks at " 0±nu e p w where n is <n integer(Fig.9).

To apply these results to laser fusion target experiments, we need to
estimate the instability intensity thresholds. If the density gradient
stabilization is used to determine the intensity threshold14 for Raman scatter,
the lowest occurs at nc/4, and is 1(XO/1.06/an)

2/10I6>35(X0/L)*/
3 «Xj;-7. There

is a minimum threshold intensity which occurs when L is about equal to the
absorption length due to inverse bremsstrahlung. This absorption length depends
on the background' plasma temperature, which can be estimated in various ways.
In the iree streaming flux limit, Te(keV)«[IX§M/5xl0

13]2/3 and we obtain
!>7xlO12 z 4 / TAoi B /' 7 w h i c h is 5xlO13 for 5«40 and X0/j«l. This threshold for
forward scatter is higher by nc/n, which is typically an order of magnitude.

Jf laser fusion experiments are close to the intensity-density gradient
threshold, Raman scatter can be decreased by the use of laser light with a large
bandwidth Aw or multi-line laser as is described in ref.6. The physical
mechanism is roughly that if the intensity within a bandwidth-?- is below the
density gradient threshold, the Raman can be suppressed.

When the background electron temperature is very high11, the Raman
scattered light can peak at a frequency significantly below uo/2. In Fig.10, we
show the frequency of the reflected and incident light from a 1.5-D simulation
in which the laser light IX2, = 1.2xlO16 W-/xm2/cmz is propagated through a slab
of very hot plasma. The plasma density is .15 nc where nc is the critical
density. The background electron temperature is 64 keV and the plasma length is
128 XQ. The peak laser light absorption was about 46% into hot electrons with a
temperature of about 350 keV. Note that the scattered light peaks at a
frequency less than .4 u0 even though the plasma is rather underdense. We note
that the frequency of the scattered light which corresponds to the peak growth
rale is at a much lower frequency than is commonly looked for experimentally.
In particular, there might be more Raman scattering in recent C02 experiments
than is apparent from observing scattered light with frequencies —.5-.7 u0.
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Because of the large damping which increases as kXjj«Te/n, the resonance
width of u

epw
 aI>d hence the observable wI(«u0-we )(Fig.6) is quite large even

though the plasma density is constant. The bandwidth increases rapidly as the
density decreases since the electron Landau damping of the unstable wave
increases. Other contributors to bandwidth are different density [which can be
estimated from w,(n/nc) in Fig.6] and sidescatler at both S and P polarizations
which are not considered here.

We have compared the results with linear theory using the fully kinetic,
non-relativistic dispersion relation for Raman and stimulated Compton scatter.
For such high background temperature (~64KeV), we find that the theory was
inadequate to describe the wavtnumber of the fastest growing mode. This
discrepancy appears to be due to relalivistic effects, not yet included in the
linear theory. For exanple, the relativistic dispersion relation (or electron
plasma waves15 is: <->tpZ*u*[l-Z.S(vt/c)*)+3ktflvZ. Here (ve/c)

e-T.(KeV)/511.
The effective density " D p| is less by factor l-2.5(v€/c)

2 20.7. Comparing the
simulations to the theory, we find that the peak growth rate as a function of k
can be found by mapping the density by a factor 0.7.

Finally, we point out thai the self-generated magnetic fields can
significantly reduce the level of Raman backscatter in the non-linear regime.
The magnetic fields reduce the transport of the hot electrons which increases
their density and the local Landau damping as we have demonstrated with
sitnul at i ons.

In sumnary, there are a variety of plasma processes which can absorb laser
energy into auperathermal electron*. Increasing the laser frequency can reduce
either or both the temperature and quantity of the super thermal electrons.

10i-B
1.2

Fig.9. Spectrum analysis of transmitted
light from 1.5-0 simulation shows a
cascade to lower and .higher frequencies
(Stokes and Anli-Slok*s lines). <T »10
KeV. Ik^-Z.SxlpJtyfcs/,. */ac~.l in 254

Fig.10.Fourier spectrum of amplitude of
incident and Raman backscattered light
from a plasma ot density .I5nc and
Tt«64. Note the scattered light is
strongly red shifted and has a large
bandwidth.
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INTRODUCTION

As well known, 100TW and a few MJ beam is required to achieve the LIB ICF.

This report concerns with the conceptual design of the LIB ICF driver. We

discuss the system of the pulsed power machine , energy transfer efficiency, dynamic

characteristics and its component design.

Beam Ratings

The output beam rating data for power supply design are given as follows:

(1) Particle energy: lOMev

(2) Tola! output energy: 4MJ

(3) Peak power: 100TW

(4) Repetition rate: IHz.

Make-up of Power Supply

Power supply equipment for this type of applications consists essentially of a

Marx generator (MARX) as primary source of stored energy, an intermediate

storage capacitor ( ISC) , a pulse forming line (PFL), a transmission line (TL),

and a diode for electron beam generation . In this particular application,

the voltage to be generated is as.high as 10MV, requiring 20-MVctass equip-

ment design between MARX and PFL, which is technically difficult. In view o:

this, the design presented here usos an additional impedance conversion line

( ICD for voltage boosting after the PFL so that an output voltage of 10MV can be

obtained with a few MV class setup between the MARX and PFL.

The design target voltage at various points of the setup are shown below.

MARX

7.5MV

ISC

7.5MV

PFL

7.5MV

I C L i n

3.7SMV

I C L o u .

JOMV

Diode

10MV

E-Beam

lOMeV
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The voltage of 7.5MV generated by the MARX is transfei red via the ISC to the PFL,

ut i l iz ing L-C resonance. In the PFL a short pulse of half the amplitude (3.75MV) of

the applied to the ICL. The ICL boosts the input pulse to about 2.7 times the

original amplitude, or 10MV.

For connection control of the above component devices, gap switches are used:

a series gap switch (Gs) between the ISC and PFL, and a main gap switch (GM)

between the PFL and ICL.

Energy Transfer Efficiencies

The energy transfer efficiencies at each stage of the pulsed power machin are

estimated as follows:

MARX

12.3MJ

90%

Diode

8MJ

ISC 95%

11.1MJ

50%

PFL

10.SMJ

E-Beams

4MJ

95% ICLin

10MV

80% ICLout

8MJ

Total Overall efficiency = 32

100%

.5%.

The estimated power transfer efficiencies up to ICLout a r e briefly discussed below.

(1)' Marx Generator to Intermediate Storage Capacitor - The efficiency of energy

transfer from MARX to ISC is dominated by the internal resistance of MARX

(RMARX)- figure 1 shows a change of he energy transfer efficiency of 90%

or more, RMARX should not exceed 1.75fl, which is feasible.

(2) Intermediate Storage Capacitor to Pulse Forming Line - Energy loss in energy

transfer at this stage is mainly due to backward fl ow of charges. The energy

transferred from MARX to ISC by L-C resonance is further transferred to

PFL by turning on the series gap switch GS- If the PFL charging time (TpFjJ

is sufficiently shorter than the MARX-to-ISC charging time (T|SC)» tn e n

almost all energy stored in ISC will be transferred to PFL also through L-C

resonance. If not, on the other hand,the energy stored in ISC will be partly

transferred to PFL and partly transferred to PFL and partly transferred back

to MARX, resulting in energy loss. Figure 2 shows a correlation between
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the ISC-to-PFL energy transfer efficiency and T |sc /Tpf (_- The target

efficiency of 95% is achievable when the charging time ratio of T|Sc/TpFi_ is

made not smaller than 5.

(3) Pulse Forming Line to Impedance Conversion Line - Since the energy transfer

mechanism at this stage is essentially the same as in the ISC-to-PFL stage, a

similar criterion also applies tc this stage. Figure 3 shows a correlation

between the PFL-to-ICL energy transfer efficiency and TpFL/T-pulse' where

Tpulse 'S the duration of a pulse formed in PFL. The target efficiency of

95% is achievable when TPFL/"Epulse 'S made not smaller than 4.

(4) Impedance Conversion Linf 'nput to Output - The energy loss in ICL is

considered to be due to multi-reflection within the ICL resulting from

impedance mismatch. The energy loss can be reduced by making the length

of ICL in pulse propagation time (1|CL' much longer than the pulse duration

Tp U | £ e . Figure 4 shows a correlation between the ICLin-to-ICLOut energy

transfer efficiency and T-|CL/tpulse- The target efficiency of 80% is

achievable by making the ratio of TiCL/T-pulse not smaller than 5.

Determination of Pulse Line Constants

(1) Pulse Duration, Tpulse

tpulse = 4MJ/100TW = 40ns

(2) Diode Impedance, Zdiode

Considering the transport of ion beam from the diode through the plasma

channel, ion beam current of one chsnnel ( l i )=0.5'~0.6 MA is limited.

We , therefor*, s at:

Zdiode = (J0KV/0.55MA)x0.5 = 9S

(3) Number of Beam, Nb

Nb = 100TW/ ((10MV2 /9 )x0.5) =18

(4) JCL Output Impedance, Z |CLout

For impedance matching between ICL and the diode, we set:
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(5) ICL Input Impedance,

From the design voltage boosting by ICL of 2.7 times and design ICL energy

transfer efficiency of 80%, we have

2ICLout
2 I C L i n - 2 . 7 V (1/0.8) =1Q-

(6) PFL Impedance,

For impedance matching between PFLand ICL and from the arrangement

that four parallel lines of PFL feed a single-line ICL, we have

Z PFL= Z1 C L = 1fl

(7) Energy Delivered by MARX, EMARX far ° n e beam)

Since the re are a total of 18 MARX sets, and the design overall efficiency

is 32.5%, we have

EMARX = *MJ/0.325 x 1/18 = 0.68MJ.

(6) Capacitance of MARX , CMARX (Per o n e beam)

Since the design generation voltage of MARX is 7.5MV, we have

2 x EMARX 2 X0.68MJ
= (7.5MV)2

(9) Capacitance of ISC, C|SC (Per one beam)

With the MARX-to ISC energy transfer efficiency being 90% , we have

C ISC = CMARX x 0.9 = 24 nF x 0.9 = 22nF.

Charging Time of Pulse Forming Line and Intermediate Storage Capacutor

For equipment insulation design and use of multi-gap switch design, the charging

time is shorter the better, but the energy transfer efficiency requirement places

a restriction on it. The charging time of PFL and ISC is calculated below.
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(1) PFL Charging Time, T R F L

With the design PFL-to-ICL energy transfer efficiency being 95^k, we have

TpFL'Tpulse = 4 from Fig. 3; also we s e t ! pulse = 4 0 n s" From these,

we have

TppL =2pu(Se x A^ 160 ns

In this design, Tppi_= 260ns is used.

On determimation of the TpFL value, the value of the series gap switch (Gs)

Inductance is given by

2

where C = ( C , s c x C p F L ) / ( C | S C + C pFL ).

(2) ISC Charging Time, T | s c

With the design ISC-to-PFL energy transfer efficiency being 9 5 * , we have

T|g£/Tpp-|_ = 5, which gives

T 1 S c / T p p , x 5 ,5= 260ns x 5 = 1.3/Xs.

With T ) S C given as above, we have the imductance of a MARX umit as follows:

LMARXX x J x C = 1 5 / U H

where C = ( C M A R X x C , s c ) / ( C M A R X + C , S C ) .

Computer Simulation Results

Computer simulation of the power supply dynamic characteristics was made using

the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 5 and applying the circuit constant.

The simulation results are given in Fig. 6 (a) through (g). As compared in table

belcw, the simulation results agree well with the design parameters, indicating

that the power supply will work as designed.
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Parameter

Voltage, MV

Current, MA

Pulse
Duration, ns

Power, TW

Energy, MJ

Efficiency, %

Design

10

1.1

40

11.1

0.44

64.8

Simulation

10.4

1.2

40

12.0

0.46

67.7

Description of Component Units

1. Marx Gemerator

(1) Ratings of one MARX set

VMARX :

EMARX :

Repetition rate:

Life:

7.5MV

0.68M J

I H z

1 x 10" shots.

(2) Construction

To genrate 7.5MV, one MARX unit uses 75 stages with 100 KV/stage.

For effective space utilization and to reduce the inductance, the capacitors

are not in a linear arrangement but in a folded arrangement.

Also to keep the unit size compact, the entire MARX set is immersed

in noncombustible insulating oil.

v3) Capacitors

If we use two capacitor units/stage, then the ratings of one capacitor unit

are given as follows:

V
Ec :

Repetition rate:

Life:

100 KV

4.5 KV

1 Hz

1 x 10* shots
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(4) Gap switches in MARX

The ratings of each gap switch to be used in MARX are as follows:

V : 100 KV
gap

I gap: About 200 KA

Repetition rate: 1 Hz

Life: 1 x 10 shots.

The gap switch is required to operate at a much higher repetition rate

and to have a much longer life than the existing ones. To satisfy these

requirements, we will use the following techniques: (1) use of lowerosion

alloy for electrodes; (2) high-apeed circulation of flliing gas to remove

the charged particles and electrode sputter particles; and (3) forced

cooling of the electrodes. Figute 7 shows a cross-sectional view of

the spark gap switch under consideration.

(5) Insulation design

The breakdown electric field of oil is given by J . C.

Martin's equation as foljows:

F = K / ( t b ' / iA Y")

wnere: F = breakdown field in MV/cm;

t, = duration of time in^s , during which the applied voltage

is not less than 63% of the peak value;

A = area in cm , over which not less than 90% of the maximum

electric field exists;

k = constant = 0.5

Lat A = 200 cm x 200 cm = 40,000 cm and tb= 1.3 jis

x (1 - 0.63) = O.ltSfis, then we have

F = 0.221 MV/ cm.

For the insulation distance = D cm, the applied voltage = 7.5 MV,

the eiectric field concentration factor = K and the safet/ factor = s,

the following equation must be satisfied:
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7.5/D x K x S = F = 0.221 MV/cm

Let K = 3 and S = 2 , then we have

D = 7.5 x 3 x 2/0.221 = 204 cm.

This means that insulation distances of about 200 cm must be provided

around the final stages of the MARX unit. In this design, D = 2.5 m

minimum is used.

Figure 8 shows an outline design of the Marx generator set based on the above data.

2. Intermediate Storage Capacitor

(1) Ratings

V|sc : 7.5 MV

C | S C : 22 nF

(2) Construction

As shown below, one ISC concists of two concentric cylinder electrodes

with the annular space between them filled with the water as a dielectric.

Water is used because it has a high dielectric constant and a high

dielectric strength.

(3) Insulation design

Let the radius of the outer and inner cylinders be R and r, respectively,

and the relative permittivity of a dielectric filling the space between

them be £ r> then the capacitance of ISC is given by

c,sc=
1n(R/r)
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The surface electric field of the outer and inner electrodes is given as:

Eout = V , s c / ( R x ln(R/r ) )

E in = "*' ISC / ( r x ln(R/r)).

With respect to the dielectric strength of water, J . C. Martin gives

k+ = 0.3 (positive field) and k_ = 0.6 (negative field) in his equation.

If the outer electrode radius R and the safety factor S are given,

then we can determine the inner electrode radius r and the ISC length C

from the above equations. Let R = 5 m (to match the size of the MARX set)

and S = 1.2, we have r = 3.3 m and 2 = 2.3 m.

3. Pulse Forming Line

(1) Ratings

V p : 7.5MV

2 p F L : 10

T p F L : 40ns

(2) Construction

The PFL also uses a concentric cylinder construction similar to that

of ISC, with water also being a dielectric.

^=80

Let R, r = radius of outer and inner cytindrical electrodes, respectively,

Q = length of PFL, and £ r « relative permittivity of a dielectric used,

then the characteristic impecance of PFL is given by

fo£ xJ—x ln(R/r),
Cofcr 2£
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and the duration of a pulse formed in PFL is

Lpuls

where Vc = velocity of light.

Setting ?;pu|se = 40 ns, £ r = 80 and JJ.r I, we have £,= 0.67 m.

(3) Insulation design

In a similar manner to the ISC insulation design. For S = T.2, we have

R = A. 2 m and r = 3.6 m.

Impedance Conversion Line

(1) Ratings and specifications

V ICLin •• 3 ' 7 5 M V

V ICLout: 10 MV

Z ICLin: l Q

2 ICLout : 9Q

T JCL : 200 ns

(2) Construction

The ICL also takes a concentric cylinder construction with water as

dielectric like the ISC and PFL, except that R/r is continuously varied

along the length of ICL to obtain the necessary change of the impedance

along the length.

Rir

^~***~£~L// / / / A
Rout

t = 80

The required lingth of ICL is given by

ICL
= ^ ICL * V c / / £ r ''Ur = 6 - 7 m-
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(3) Insulation design

(i) Input

Since PFL connect to the 1CL input, the input side outer radius

is physically determined to be

R in = R PFL = A.2 m.

From Z|CLin - ' > w e h » v e r ICLin= 3 - 6 ">• w ' t h v ICLin= 3.75MV,

this configuration gives a safety factor of S = 3.6

(ii) Output

V I C L o u t = 1 0 M V ' Z I C L o u t - 1 R

To have a safety factor of S = 1.2, the configuration should be R o u t = 1. 2m

and Tjjyj • 0.3 m.

5. Series Gap Switch

(1) Ratinps

V G S :

' G S :

Repetition rate:

Life:

7.5 MV

3 MA

1 Hz

1 x 10* shots.

(2) Construction

It takes a sealed construction filled with SFg gas. Since the high-

repetition-rate and long-life requirements for the MARX gap switch also

applied to this gap switch, high-speed circulation of the .filling gas

and cooling of the electrodes wi!! be used. Also, since the voltage

applied across the gap is as high as 7.5MV, some special consideraion

on the insulat ion design will be required. Figure 9 shows an outline

design of the series gap switch.

6. Main Gap Switch

(1) Ratings

V G M : 7.5MV
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(2) Construction

It takes a multi-gap construction of rods against a flat plate in water,

to reduce the inductance -

(3) Self-breakdown voltage vs. gap spacing

The self- breakdown voltage of water between the rod and flat plate

is given by J. A.' Nation's equation as follows:

4 0.4
F = k x 10 / t.

b

where: F = breakdown electric field in V/m,

k = constant = 4.83,

t =duration of time in seconds, during which the applied

voltage is not iess than 63% of the peak value.

From F = V Q M , ' D Q M , where DQM« gap spacing, we can calculate

a correlation between the gap self-breakdown voltage and Dgj/|, which is

shown in Fig. 10. Since the voltage applied across the main gap switch

is 7.5 MV, gap spacing of about 25 cm is required.

(4) Multi-gap design

For a multitude of gaps between the rods and single flat plate in water

to undergo a breakdown simultaneously , the following criterion must

be satisfied:

DR-R * #

where: Dp_pj= rod-to-rod distance,

t =spark forr.istion time,

V c = velocity of light,

r =relative permittivity of water.

Let t = 10 ns, then we have

DR_R2. 33.5 cm.

with the PFL inner electrode radius being 3.6 m, if we provide rod

electrodes 35 cm apart in a circular arrangement on the PFL innder
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electrode end at radius =3 m, then the number of gaps provided is as follows:

NG = 27t r /DR_R= 2 x 300/35 = 50,

With the component units as designed above, we will have a 10- MV 0.44-MJ

pulse power supply system as outlined in Fig. 11,

High-Speed Charging System for Marx Generator

In order to charge the Marx generator capacitors at a repetition frequency of 1 Hz,

the existing technique, for example,constant-currjnt charging through thyristor

control system.

For uniform charging of the capacitors at each stage, pneumatically operated

interstage short-circuiting switches as shown in Fig. 12, will be used.
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Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit of 10 MeV LIB driver.
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Fig. 6. Computer simulation results.
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MARX: Marx generator, rated 7.5 MV,24nF , 0.68MJ per one beam
ISC: Intermediate storage capacitor, rated 7.5 MV, 22 nF, 0.61 MJ per one beam
PFL: Pulse forming line, rated 1ft, 40ns, 0.58 MJ per one beam
ICL: Impedance conversion line, rated 1 fl ,3.75 MV, 0.55 MJ input

9fl»10 MV, 0.44 MJ output
Diode: rated 912 , 10 MeV, 0.44MJ
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High-voltage switch

Closed during "capacitor
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Open during "capacitor
discharge" periode;

High-voltage supply

Fig. 12. Arrangement of pneumatically operated interstage short-circuiting

switches to uniformly charge each stage capacitor of Marx G. .
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Proposal of LIB Fusion System
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ABSTRACT

Twenty modules of the Marx generators whose stored enrgy is 12MJ
supply the proton beams of AMJ. The particle enrgy of the proton beams
is 6.65MeV and the pulse width of the beam Is 35ns. In order to propagate
stablly the proton beam of 0.816MA in the reactor chamber, the proton
particles are stored around the propagation axis. The beam radius is 35mm.
A target of the radius of 7mm is set at the center of the reactor. The
target is a cryogenic one which consists of three layers of Pb, Al and
DT. The thicknesses of the three layers are respectively 44pm, 53pm and
230pm. Thirty p"Sr cent of the DT fuel of 27mg is expected to do fusion
reaction. The output thermal enrgy is 3GJ. If we operate the reactor at
the repetition rate of lHz, the proton beam system can supply the thermal
enrgy to the fusion reactor of the output electric power of 1GW.

§ 1. Introduction

To supply the DT fusion energy to a fusion reactor of 1GW electric

output power, an inertial confinement fusion system by using a proton beam

is proposed here. The proton beams of AMJ are supplied by 20 Marx generators

through diodes. The particle energy of the beam is 6.65MeV and the pulse

width is 35ns. The driver efficiency is expected to be 30Z. The beam is

extracted by an annular diode, rotating around the propagation axis by the

Lorentz force due to the magnetic field in the radial direction. This

rotation of the proton beam forms a current in the azimuthal direction and

induces the magnetic field in the propagation direction. This magnetic

field is served to stabilize the sausage type of instability appearing in

the proton column during the propagation. Thus propagation velocity of

the beam becomes 2.87x10 m/s while the rotation velocity reches 2.12*10 m/s.

A target at a reactor center is cryogenic one which consists of the three

layers of Pb. Al and DT. Implosion of a cannon ball type contributes to

increase the hydrodynamic efficiency of the pellet. If we optimize the

target parameters as well as the beam parameters, we expect to obtain the

DT fusion reaction energy of 3GJ from a pellet by a help of a beam imput

enrgy of 3 4MJ
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No of mdules=20, E -12MJ
E'-0.6MJ, T™=35ns
£'-6.65MeV, ET-4MJ
2 IT-16.3MA

§2. Marx Generator Table 1

Twenty modules of the Mar generator

supply the electric power to diodes

throug intermediate strage capacitors,

pulse forming lines and impedance exchange lines. The parameters of the

power sources are modified a little from those proposed by Nissin Electric

Company

(energy E1 stored in a Marx generator is 0.6MJ), the output voltage is

1) The tota energy E stored in the Marx generators is 12MJ

6.65MV, the pulse width tfa is 35ns. The driver efficiency is expected to

be 30%. Thus the total beam energy of 4MJ (particle energy fc' of the

proton beam is 6.65MeV) is extracted from diodes. The current I of a proton

beam is 8.16x10 A (total beam current I. is 163MA). The parameters are

summarized in Table 1.

§3. Beam propagation and Diode

0.74

stable

0.196/n

0.001 0.01 (n-10) o.l

It is difficult that the plasma channel Fig. 2

confines stablly the proton beam of 0.816MA

during the beam propagation in the reactor chamber. If the proton beam

propagates rotating along the azimuthal direction, the bean current in the

azimuthal direction induces the magnetic field B along the propagation

axis. This magnetic field stabilizes the sausage type of instability of

the propagating proton beam. The stability conditions (yT<l, where fis
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the growth rate of the instability and t the time interval of the propaga-'

tion) for the sausage and tearing modes are shown in Fig.2 for the thin

2 2 2 2

proton layer given in Fig.l, In Fig.2, a "'"g/v , E«i/2,m v (m is the

proton mas) and k=2im/L (k is the wave number, L the length of the layer

and n the mode number). In view of these conditions, we propose to emply

the proton beams which rotate around the propagation axis. The diode to

extract proton beams is schematically illustrated in Fig.3. The diode is

Fig. 3

a magnetically insulated one of an annular type. The outer radius of the

anode A is 8cm and the inner radius is 2cm. The gap distance between the

anode and the cathode is 0.57cm. The four sets of coil c^, c_, c, and c,

induces the magnetic field of B «7.5T in the radial direction. This

magnetic field insulates the electron current in the diode and rotates

proton particles around the z axis. During the proton beam with the

velocity v'«3.57*10 m/s (for e'«6.65MeV) passes through the region with

B , the Lorentz force due to B induces the velocity v- in the azimuthal

r r o

direction; Vg=eBrd'/m «2.12
x10 m/s, where d'«2.96£ is the effective dis-

tance of the region with the magnetic field B . Since a part of the beam

energy is transfered to the rotational energy, the beam propagation velocity
7 2 2

v along the axis reduces to 2.87*10 m/s. Thus we have a -v./v -0.546,
z o z
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i£ -l/2.m vz«4.3MeV. The radius rc of the beam during the propagation is

decided by the balance of the Lorentz force en, v B- with the centrifugal

2
force n^m «Q/rc and the pressure gradient <-dpb/dr=n, <T./r , where n.=

21 3
4.62x10 /m is the number density of the proton beam during the propa •

gation, Tfe the temperature of the bean and K is the Boltzmann constant.

It is desirable that rc«3.5xl0~ m. Then we have Bg-pI/2TTr -23.3T and

Tb=8.12x10 K-700eV, which leads us to/ T^e "=1.02)C10~
2. The couple of

values 0t2=0.546 and /Tj/E =1.02<10~ is located in the stable region in

Fig.2.

§4. Target Interaction with Beam

Fig, 4 F i g < 5

A cryogenic target set at the reactor center is launched by proton

beams . The target onsists of three layers of Pb (tamper or cannon),

Al (pusher of gunpowder) and DT (fuel or ball). Beams deposit the main

part of their energies in the Al layer. The Al layer expands and pushes

DT. Once Of is accelerated to a high velocity and collides with itself

at the target center to be compressed and heated. This cannon ball type

of implosion leads us to a high hydrodynamic efficiency. If we choose

the thicknesses of the three layers as 6_.«44ym, 6A1-53vim and 6_T«23"
lum,
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70Z of the beam energy of 4MJ is dposited in the Al layer for e «4,3MeV.

The implosion velocity of the DT layer reaches 2*10 cm/s, and the ion

temperature T. and <pR>«/.dr (where p is the density and R the radius of

the DT fuel) just after the collision reaches respectively T^e.SkeV and

<pR>*9.7g/cm . The averaged rate Y of DT reactions in the fuel arrives

at 7=35%. Since the number N of the DT particles is 6.3x10 , the thermal

output energy E «3GJ owing to DT fusion reactions can be released from the

target. If we opperate the reactor with a repetition rate of lHz, this

target supplies the thermal energy to the fusion reactor of the electric

output power of 1GW. This target is expected to be stable during the
4)

implosion with respect to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability , The inhomo-

geneity of the temperature in the Al layer must be less than 107. and the

maximal amplitude of the deviation of the boundary surface between the -

Al and DT layers must be less than 4 m before the implosion, in order that

the inhomogeneities do not oppose to secure the high pellet gain. Figure

5 shows the irradiation pattern of the beams on the target surface, when

20 beams of the radius of 3.5mm impinge in a spherically symmetric way

on the target surface whose radius is 7mm. The hatched regions are over-

lapped by the beams. The pattern looks that the beam irradiation is rather

homogeneous, ,
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ABSTRACT

A concept of an advanced inertia fusion reactor: TAKANAWA-I is
proposed. A pellet with DT ignitor and DO major fuel, Pb wet walls, Cor
SiC blocks for shielding, and SiC vessels in the water pool are employed.
This reactor does not need blanckets for T breeding, since T is supplied
through DD reaction, and has low induced radioactivities. These and a
simple structure might give a hopeful prediction of economical and
safe advantages and mitigate difficulties of reactor technologies,
especially remote maintenance of the reactor.
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INTRODUCTION

Many efforts have been paid for design studies of commercial fusion
1 2)

reactors ' ' during the past ten years. Through these studies, many

initial advantages of fusion reactors have been fading away,' since

DT reactors might be not advantageous from viewpoints of safety and

fuel source, and clearly disadvantageous from economics and technologi-

cal difficulties.

The present situation, especially in the magnetic confinement

fusion,is more serious, since it seems too difficult to construct even a

machine of the next generation which aims to burn sufficiently such as

FER, FED and INTOR. It is because there is a large gap between the

break-even machine for scientific feasibility and the next step machine

for technological feasibility. Many difficult reactor-relevant

technologies are required in the next step machine such as a large

amount of T handling and full remote maintenance of the machine, and

a new innovation of the first wall material and structure is also

urgently required.

At IAEA Technical Committee and Workshop Meeting on Fusion Reactor

Design and Technology at Takanawa in Tokyo, 1981, we discussed what a

kind of concept is attractive to bridge between the above gap and

realize a reasonable fusion reactor. Our conclusions are; 1) The most

advantageous property of the fusion reactor should be safety in

comparison with the fission reactor. Therefore T inventories and

induced radioactivitit* should be small as much as possible. 2) In

order to avoid the material source restriction and the technological

difficulties of remote maintenance, decommissioning and disposal of

the reactor, low activation materials should be developed. 3) The

reactor structure should be simple and compact with high power densities

for acceptable cost.

Here we propose an advanced inertia fusion reactor concept, which

might meet above requirements, called "TAKANAWA-I" with DT ingitor and

DD major fuel, Pb wet walls, C or SiC blocks for neutron shielding and

SiC reactor chambers in the water pool.
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DT IGNITOR AND DO MAJOR FUEL

It is not obvious that the fuel source of DT fusion is unlimited,
since we have no realistic scenarios to extract Li from the sea water
by reasonable cost (less than $5OO/kg) and energy (less than 2 x 10
J/kg). Moreover, Li has disadvantageous property for fire accidents.

Here we employ a pellet with DT ignitor and DD major fuel ' ' of
which structure is schematically shown in Fig.l. Once the DT ignitor
is heated up to several keV by effective compression, a-particles through
DT reaction will heat the DD major fuel surrounding the ignitor, up to
several tens of keV. Most of T through DD reaction will burn before it
escapes to the wall, however, some unburnt T is used for the fuel of the
DT ignitor, namely,

ignitor

fuel supply

major fuel D + D

Therefore we need no T breeding by Li blankets, so that we can

employ an other preferable material for the wet wall such as Pb.

Here we estimate roughly a required T amount;

vs • 4HS) i •
where fOj is the burnup.fraction of theDT ignitor. If fp^^O.5, N^/Np "
(yr - JQ), therefore it is possible to reduce the required T amount
extremely. On the other hand,

(1 - fT)fDDN0 > NT ,

where f_D and f_ are the burnup fractions of the DD major fuel and T
produced through DD reaction, respectively. If f^ ^ 0.3, f.. should be
less than 0.8. More precise estimation is now developing.
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REACTOR CHAMBER

In our concept as shown in Fig.2, we employ Pb for the wet wall,
since its melting-point is relatively low and it has low induced
radioactivity. Moreover its compatibilities with other materials are
extremely well.

For the structural material of the reactor vessel, SiC is employed
because of low induced radioactivity ' ' and low diffusion coefficient
of T. Present SiC is not an adequate material for the structure because
of brittle property and welding difficulty. New ceramic researches are
now rapioly progressing, so that we might have an optimistic prediction
that it will be usable in the far future.

However we hardly expect SiC which can bear large neutron dose more
than 100 MW-y/m and the Pb wet wall is not effective for neutron shield-
ing. Therefore we install C or SiC blocks between the Pb curtains and the
SiC vessel for neutron shielding. For y-ray shielding and heat removal
from the blocki, Pb flow behind the blocks is employed.

Stresses by shock waves are absorbed in multi-layers of the Pb
curtains. Therefore the chamber vessels accept low thermal and neutron
loads, so that we can expect the reactor chamber with long life.

We employ only Pb, Si;C for the reactor and pellet materials,
therefore the serious problem of remote maintenance might be extremely
mitigated because of low induced radioactivity. In addition to that,
Pb, Si and C are popular materials, so that there will be no supply
restriction in the future.

It might be preferable to install the reactor chamber in the water
5) for heal

and T leakage.

8)pool for heat removal from the chamber, shielding of.low energy neutrons

CONCLUSIONS

TAKANAWA-I as the advanced inertia fusion reactor might be very
attractive from viewpoints of safety and economics, and required
technologies seem not so difficult. If we can expect a rapid development
of a new driver system with high repetition, long life and high efficiency,
realizing inertia fusion reactors might be easier than magnetic confine-
ment reactors.

However our proposal is now very primitive. More detail studies
are necessary and are now initiated.
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ABSTRACT
UTLIF(University of Tokyo Light Ion beam Fusion reactor) and ADLIB

(A/Advanced Design of Light Ion Beam fusion reactor) are conceptual reactor
design studies for inertial confinement fusion with beams of light ions. The
former is a solid wall-type reactor of pin bundle blankets and the latter is
a liquid wall-type reactor of a rotating cavity vessel. The objectives of the
studies are the investigation of the system characteristics of light ion
beam fusion reactors and the identifications of problems to be investigated
in the future. The study was started in November 1981. The present report
is of a preliminary nature and represents the status as of March 1982. This
stage of the designs will sometimes be referred to as UTLIF(l) and ADLIB-I.

INTRODUCTION

In the course of the preliminary analysis^1', we have dealt mainly with

the engineering aspects: cavity configuration, nuclear, thermohydraulic and

mechanical design, materials, fuel cycle and tritium, balance of plant and

cost estimates. Although the design of driver and target are also performed,

they are not based on our own analysis but on the results of published

literatures. The configurations of the blanket and cavity of UTLIF(l) and

ADLIB-I were first proposed by one of authors, H. Madarame.

CONFIGURATION OF UTLIF(l)

The major parameters characterizing UTLIF(l) are listed in Table I

together with those of ADLIB-I. The pellet yield is W M J at a gain of 135. k,

so we employ 3.5MJ of ion beams on target. The values of the gain falls the

midpoint of the conservative energy band of the figure by Monsler et al.'2'

Considering power balance of about lOOOMWe plant, we employ the repetition

rate 6Hz. The total number of the drivers are 36. The estimated driver

efficiency is 10 percent and the auxiliary power fraction except the driver

is 15 percent. We employ 5m of cavity radius to reduce the heat load and the

damage of the solid first wall. The cavity is filled with 10 torr of neon

gas mixed with 0.1 torr of sodium in order to transport the ion beams by the
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method of the laser-guided plasma channels. The gas is also known as a

buffer, since it absorbs the nonneutron portions of the pellet yield. A

"fireball" is formed in the cavity and the energy is reradiated to the wall

over a long period, compared to the pellet burn time. After the reradiation,

10 percent of the cavity gas should be exhausted and the cavity should be

refreshed to transport next ion beam. Large area for the exhaust should be

found on the wall of the cavity. We employ tube bundle-type first wall

/blanket configuration for the purpose.

Configuration of cavity and blanket is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity is

surrounded by a cylindrical blanket, conical blankets and end plug

blankets. The cavity radius is 5m. The incident directions of the beams

are ±1*0° from the horizontal plane; 18 beams downward and 18 beams upward.

The target pellet is injected upward into the cavity. The cavity gas

flows into the cavity through the top and bottom end plug blankets and

flows out through the cylindrical blankets. The blankets consist of

bundles of small and long tubes. A small and long tube is called "pin"

in the term of nuclear reactor engineering. The arrangement of "pin"

bundles in cylindrical blanket is given in Pig. 2. The first wall pins

are made of 12mm in outer diameter and lmm thick V-20Ti alloy. The blanket

pins are 30mm in outer-diameter and lmm thick. The spacing of the pins is

decided from the consideration for the exhaust of cavity gas. Liquid

lithium flows in the pins and serves the dual purpose of heat transport

and tritium breeding. The arrangement of tube bundle blanket is shown in

Fig. 3. Each pin is a U-shape tube. Both ends of the pin are connected

to the inlet and outlet header. The U-shape tubes can expand freely, since

they are only fixed to headers at one side. The use of pin bundles has the

following advantages^3):

1. Large surface areas of the first wall pins are usefull to reduce the

surface heat load from the fireball.

2. The energy of the fireball will be effectively transported to the pins

if the fireball still contain energy behind the first wall pins.

3. Reflection of the blast wave of the fireball will be weak.

U. Cavity gas can be exhausted easily through the pins.

5. Pin-type structure is simple, reliable and easily replaced.

The blankets are replaced every year using a remote-handling machine

after the end plug blankets are removed. The cross sectional view of the

UTLIF(l) is presented in Fig. U.

The cylindrical blanket pins are surrounded by a perforated wall and an

exhaust gas chamber as shown in Fig. 5- The cavity gas flows into the

cavity through the top and bottom end plates and flows out through the
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perforated wall to the exhaust chamber. The gas pressure is kept 10 torr

by the perforated walls. The pressures at the inlet and the exhaust

chamber are 20 torr and 5 torr respectively. Ten percent of cavity gas is

exhausted during a shot.

NUCLEAR ANALYSIS

Nuclear calculations have been performed to estimate tritium breeding,

nuclear heating, radiation damage, activation and radiation shielding in the

blanket and shield. One-dimensional transport and burnup calculation code

BISON'"*' which was developed by us has been mainly used for the analysis.

The cross sections used is the GlCXltO set's' of hZ neutron and 21 gamma-ray

groups. The kerma factors is also contained in the group constants. The

dpa cross sections of titanium and vanadium have been taken from the data of

JAERI-M 6672. The (n,p), (n,d), (n,a) cross sections have been calculated

from ENDF/B-IV library. The one-dimensional calculations have been performed

for the spherical model of the reactor: 5m-radius cavity is surrounded by 7cm

thick first wall region, lU3cm thick blanket region, 2cm thick V-20T1 cavity

wall and 3.5m thick concrete shield. The pin bundle structures are smeared

in the first wall and blanket region of the calculational model.

The neutrons incident on the first wall is not lUMeV mono-energy neutrons

due to the scattering with high density target materials. We have calculated

the spectrum of emerging neutrons from the ignited target. The target

composition is assumed to be the same as the HTBALL target at ignition^6)

The spectrum is used as the source for the transport calculation of the

blanket. The calculated energy deposition, tritium breeding ratio and damage

rates are summarized in Table II. The value of tritium breeding ratio of

the 150cm-thick blanket is too high. If the thickness of the blanket is lm,

the tritium breeding ratio becomes a moderate value, l.lU. The energy

deposition in the shield, however, exceed 10 percent of total energy

generation. The heat generated in the concrete shield cannot be used for the

generation of electricity. The blanket thickness is 150cm in the present

design, but use of thermal shield behind the blanket will make the blanket

thinner. The concept will be analysed in the future design. The damages of

the structual material, V-2OTi are high at the inside of the first vail, but

do not exceed the limits in one year.

The ion beam ports are 10cm in diameter. The volume occupied by the

ports is less than 0.1 percent of the total blanket volume and it can be

neglected for the calculation of the tritium breeding and the energy

deposition. The inhomogeneity of the pin bundle structure can be also

neglected in the calculation because of the small fraction of low energy
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neutrons in the blanket and the small size of the pins.

Two-dimensional calculations have been performed using D0T3.5 in order

to assess the one-dimensional analysis and to analyse neutron streaming

through the beam ports. The neutron 16 group and gamma-ray 3 group coupled

cross sections have been generated by collapsing the GICXUo set and used for

the analysis. The calculations based on the R-Z model of the blanket and

shield present nearly the same nuclear performance as the one-dimensional

calculation. The analysis of the neutron streaming has been also performed

based on the R-Z model of the beam port. The calculated damages of the

aluminum electrode of the driver and the V-20Ti port wall are very low.

The activation of the structual materials have been calculated using

THIDA code system^7) with the GlCXUOset for group constants and CROSSLIB set

for activation cross sections. The induced activity distribution after one

year operation shows that the activation decreases twelve decade through the

3.5m thick concrete shield. The decay of induced activities of the first-

wall is presented in Fig. 6. The tritium is due to the lithium coolant and

can be neglected if it is exhausted. The figure shows that all radioactivities

due to V-20Ti decay after 10 years.

THERMOHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF FIRSTWALL AND BLANKET

In order to estimate the temperature rise of the first wall pin surface,

the heat from the fireball to the surface is assumed 30MW»m~z during 10msec.

The value, 30MW-m~2 is obtained from the assumption that fireball contains

30 percent of fusion energy and two thirds of it is radiated to the first

wall surface. The temperature rise of the wall surface during 10msec, is

calculated from the heat conduction equation for semi-infinite solid. The

calculated temperature rise is 36OK. The surface temperature decreases

gradually after the 10msec. The average temperature difference through the

lmm thick first wall tube is calculated 58K from the average heat load 1.5MW«m~z.

The heat load of the first wall pin is calculated from the surface heat

load and the heat generation in the lithium coolant and r-20Ti tube wall.

The value is 0.161MW for the first wall pin of the cylindrical blanket. The

lithium coolant flow rate should be U.^'s"1 for the inlet and outlet temper-

ature difference to be 200K. The values of the blanket pin is 0.172MW and

O.ST'ua-s"1. Several blanket pins are connected in series and cooled at higher

flow rate. The pressure drop through the first wall pin of the cylindrical

blanket is calculated 2.0Uxi0s Pa for 723K(!*50oc) and 5 atm of lithium coolant.

The flow area of the perforated walls for the exhaust of the cavity gas

is also calculated. The flow becomes sonic flow at the perforated wall, so

the area is calculated from the relation between the mass flow rate and the
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flow area for sonic flow. The area required for the one tenth of the neon

in the cavity to be exhausted at every shot is 1.63m2. This is 0,5 percent

of the total area of the cavity wall. The exhausted gas is purified at 760

torr and 293K(20°c). The power required for the treatment is only l.O-kMW.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The thermal stress of the first wall pin due to the surface heating is

calculated from the temperature rize of the tube, 36OK. The calculated

thermal stress of the V-20Ti tube is -l»28.UMPa(compression). The thermal

stress of the tube due to the volume (nuclear) heating is only 1.9MPa. The

pressure rize of the lithium coolant due to the nuclear heating is 3-3MPa

and the resulting hoop stress of the V-20Ti tube becomes 33MPa, The hoop

stress due to the static coolant pressure 10 atm is lOMPa. Then the com-

pressive stress becomes -l*28.U+33+10+1.9MPa=-383.5MPa. On the other hand

the fatigue limit under pulsating load is estimated -700MPa for V-20Ti at

723K. The value is higher than the actual stress, -383.5MPa. Then the

first wall pin does not fail by fatigue due tc the surface heat load.

Elastic response of the first wall pin to the blast wave impact from

fireball is also analysed. The result shows that spacers should be attached

to the pins.

MATERIALS

The vandium alloy has the following features: High strength in 5OOr>'7OOQc

temperature range, promising radiation damage resistance, very good compat-

ibility with pure lithium, low thermal stress parameters and relatively low

activation and afterheat, while the following uncertainties also remain:

availability and cost of fabrication, lack of established production facilities

and environmental sensitivity. The uncertainties axe the same as those of

zirconium at the beginning of its use in light water reactors. We wonder if

V-20Ti is the test material for UTLIF. It is chosen in the present design

based on the opinion that new material is needed for fusion reactors.

FUEL CYCLE, TRITIUM

Tritium contained in liquid lithium coolant is transferred to molten salt

using centrifugal contractors and extracted from the salt by electrolysis.

The leakage rate of tritium through sodium intermediate heat exchangers

to steam is estimated O.ltOCi/cay.

Cavity gas is purified through scrubbers, catalytic oxidation columns

and molecular sieves etc.. The hydrogen isotopes is separated by cryogenic

distillation. The unbumed deuterium and tritium in the sodium in the cavity

is recovered through niobium metal windows. The amount of active tritium in
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in these processing system and the blankets is estimated 1.06kg, These

tritium is shielded by multi-layered barriers.

DRIVER AND TARGET

Capaciters bank and transformers are used for supplying power to MH>s

(magnetically insulated diodes). The 50nsec positive pulses are transported

to ion diodes by self-magnetically insulated vacuum transmission line. In

the diodes, the pulses are used to extract ions at high source current

density. The ion beams propagate through preformed, laser-initiated plasma

channels to the pellet. The pulses are compressed in time during the

propagation.

Target design is performed by extraporating the low-Z pusher (TaCOH)

type target by Bangerter(8) to meet the fusion yield itT^MJ/shot. The follow-

ing values are obtained: Proton energy is oMeV. Driver energy is 3-5MJ/shot.

Peak power is 320TW. Pulse width is about llnsec. Weight of DT fuel is

U.2mg. Outer radii of void, DT fuel, pusher (TaCOH), and tamper (Pb) are

0.307cm, 0.323cm, 0.36lcm and 0.373cm respectively.

BALANCE OF PLANT AND COST ESTIMATES

Plant flow diagram of UTLIF is shown in Fig. 7. Sodium intermediate

heat exchangers are used. The temperature of the steam is very high, ?83k

(510°c) and a regenerative and reheating supercritical steam turbine is used.

Rough cost estimation has been performed. The result shows that the

electricity cost of UTLIF(l) is about l6Yen/kwh.

Cavity gas inlet

LIB
port

Conical
blanket
header Cavity gas inlet

'Pcller injection port

F i g . 1 Configuration of cavity and blanket
Fig. 2 Arrangement of pins

in cylindrical blanket
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Table I Major parameters of OTLIF(l) and ADLIB-I

Cavity shape

cavity radius

Total driver energy

pellet gain

Repetition rate

Fusion Yield

Fusion power

Driver efficiency

Ion type

Number of drivers

cavity gas

max. neutron wall
loading

Tritium breeding ratio

First wall and
blanket structure

Blanket breeding and
heat transport medium

Li inlet temperature

Li outlet temperature

Total thermal power

Gross electric output

Het electrical output

Net plant efficiency

UTLIF(l)

cylindrical

5m

3.5MJ/shot

135.it

6Hz

kjUtU/sitot

281tl*MWt

10*

proton(8MeV)

36

Ne(lOtorr)+Sa(0.ltorr)

7.2ltMW/mz

1.38

V-20Ti tube bundles

liquid Li

623K(35O°c)

823K(55O°c)

30ll*Mtft

lUlOMWe

llllOMWe

38*

ADLIB -1

cylindrical

km

5MJ/shot

170.8

3Hz

85ltMJ/shot

2562MWt

10*

proton(10.2MeV)

36

Ne(l0tonH-i(0.03torr)

10.2MW/m*

1.70

liquid lithium in
rotating V-20Ti vessel

liquid Li

623K(35O°c)

823K(550°c)

2772MWt

1300MWe

llOOKWe

1*0*

End plate

Closure head

Fig. 3 Arrangement of tube bundle blankets

Reactor
vessel

End plate
Fig. 5 Reactor Vessel
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uruF

Fig. 1* Cross section viev of UTLIF
Fig. 6 Induced activities

at first vail

Table II Nuclear performance of UTLIF(l)

. deposition Tritlua breeding ratio

1st vail zone

blanket zone

cavity vessel

concrete shield

125.1MWt

2321.0

21.5

86.5

'Li

total

9
0

1

.956

.U20

.376

Blanket energy multiplication 1.07

Heatiag rates and damage rates

position
beating rate,

vat" 3

Li V-20TJ

dp* rate,
dpa-y"1

V Tl_

gas production rate,
appn-y-1

H D He

1st vail inside 20.3 30.3 59.2 >>9-3 550.2 279.T 2T7.0
Blanket inside 19-1 29-7 5>t.6 U5.6 U8U.7 2*1.5 237.6

outside 2.15 2.1k 2.09 1.68 8.U8 3."t9 3.18

Blanket

lithium

3530 Ws .
Sodium

11360 kg/s

Water/steam

UTLIF

Fig. ? Plant flow diagram
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ADLIB-I

Liquid wall concept is also very attractive because of the small size

of the cavity and the damage-free blanket etc..

The methods for forming a liquid wall are classified into the followings(9'

1. Balancing the supply of liquid with evaporation

2. Liquid fall under gravity

3. Flowing liquid jet from nozzles

•+. Forming liquid wall by magnetic force

5. Pushing liquid to a solid wall by centerfugal force

In the present design, a rotating cavity vessel is used. The reason is as

follows: 1. Less uncertainty remains than other methods in forming a liquid

wall 2. Freedom in design increases due to the rotation 3. Technique in

rotating a large vessel is well established h. Power for the rotation is

not large and recovered as pumping power.

The configurat'on of ADLIB-I is shown in Fig. 8. The axis of the

rotation is horizontal because it is difficult to form liquid layer at the top

of a vertically rotating vessel. The diameter of the cylinder is 10m. The

cavity radius becomes km, since the thickness of the lithium layer is lm.

The height of the cylinder is 17m. There are also lm thick lithium layers

at both sides of the cylinder. The layer is formed by a dam between a plate

and the side wall. Liquid lithium flows into the cavity as jets from the

nozzles at the axis of rotation. The jets also cover the plate and the

nozzles. The plates and the nozzles can be replaced. Some lithium flows

into the dams and goes to the cylindrical lithium wall. The lithium coolant

flows out through the circumferential outlet 'between the rotating and fixed

vessel by centrifugal force. The ion beam ports are made of doubel tubes.

Ion beams and the neon gas are injected through the inner tube. Liquid

lithium flows between the inner and outer tube and pours into the lithium

wall through the outer face of the tube. The lithium protects the prort

from the damage and surface heating. The cavity gas flows out through the

gap between the lithium inlet tube and the shaft of the vessel. The

pressure of the neon gas is 10 torr. The cavity also is filled with

lithium vapor because the vapor pressure of lithium is 0.03 torr at 823k

(55O°c). The lithium is the element for forming plasma channels. The

cavity vessel rotates once per second, only lHz. It is very easy to inject

ion beams from the outside drivers to the cavity. The ion beam ports are

attached to the vessel every 120 degrees because the beam repetition is 3Hz.

The major parameters of ADLIB-I is presented in Table I together with

those of OTLIF(l). Higher heat flux can be loaded to liquid walls than to

solid walls. We employ 5MJ of ion beams on target. The pellet yield becomes
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85l*MJ/shot at a gain of 1T0.8. The repetition rate is 3Hz. The designs of

the drivers and the pellet are similar to those of UTLIF(l).

Nuclear analyses have been also performed for the spherical models of

the reactor. The results for the model of Iwa-radius cavity are summarized

in Table III. The tritium breeding ratio is very high. Compromise between

the tritium breeding ratio, energy doposition in the shield and the damage

rate of the vessel remains for further study.

Thermohydraulie analyses show: Flow rate of lithium in the cylindrical

liquid wall is 0.236m/s- The pressure due to the ablation of liquid lithiun

is 0.19MPa. The pressure rize of the cavity due to the evaporation of

the lithium becomes about 0.3 atra, if no condensation occurrs. The

oscillation of the wave on the liquid wall surface has been calculated.

The wave frequencies does not coincide with the resonance frequencies, lHz

and 3Hz. One of the problems of liquid wall concepts is mist formation in

the cavity. In the present design mists on the ion beam line are blown

off by the injection of high temperature neon gas.

Structural analyses show: The torsional stress of the rotating vessel

shaft is only 0.93MPa. The hoop stress due to the static pressure of

lithium is 21.7MPa. The hoop stress of the rotating vessel due to

centrifugal force is 5.65MPa. The bending stress and the displacement of

the cylindrical cavity vessel under gravity are only 3.92MPa and 0.2mm.

Variation of hoop stress by lithium pressure change under gravity and

centrifugal force is 2.39MPa. The critical frequency of the vessel is

39-8HZ and well above the rotation frequency lHz. The impulsive hoop stress

by lithium evaporation is 31.0MPa. All these stresses is under the limits

and the design contains large safety margins.

Fuel cycle and the balance of plant of ADLIB-I are nearly the same as

those of UTLIF(l).
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AOLIB-I

o i ; j 4 5 i

Casing Rotating container

Pellel inaction
pal

Fig. 8 Cavity vessel of ADLIB - I

Table III Nuclear performance of ADLIB-I (cavity radius =1«n)

Energy deposition Tritium breeding ratio

Li wall

inner vessel

outer vessel

concrete shield

2230.OMWt

30.5

21. k

92.0

7Li
7Li

total

0.862

0.833

1.695

Blanket energy multiplication 1.10

Damage rates

position
dpa rates, gas production rate

dpa'y"1 appm'y""1

Ti H He

inner vessel U.03 3.37 16.7 3.71 5-65

outer vessel 2.13 1-75 10.3 2.32 3-57
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SUMMARY

Shyke A. Goldstein

Jaycor, Inc., 205 S. Whiting St., Alexandria, VA22304

I would like to summarize briefly the meeting of the last

two days which indeed was very successful taking into account

the effect that you had a very short time of experience working

with LIB. We have heard talks on a variety of subjects that

relate to ICF.

Even though most of the talks were related to LIB, there

was one talk on laser fusion that summarized the present under-

standing of laser plasma interactions at different wavelengths

and has shown us that for low power levels of the order of a

few times 10 W/cm , plasmas actually behave classically.

This happens to be the power density domain that we in the LIB

program would like to achieve as we are climing up from a low

power density but very energetic systems.

Relating to the same subject of instabilities in the pel-

let plasma, the general feeling of the participants was that

the large length scales associated with LIB pellets will result

in less instabilities.

All talks of pellet physics have shown the need for good

Equation of State (EOS) and two-dimensional codes resulting in

improved state of the art of implosion physics which right now

in the LIB program is just theory. Nobody has done yet any

experiments of compression of pellets.

The energy needs for high gain have varied in the different

talks between 3 and 4 MJ on the low side and 20 to 60 MJ on the

high side.
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Attention was paid to the technology based for generat-

ing the needed mega-joules in the ion beam. In this respect

present Marx and water line technology seems the favorite

both in the US and in Japan. Both believe that this Pulse

Power Technology can be developed from the present one shot

per ten minutes or so to one shot per second which would be

needed for reactor technology.

For the rep-rate technology of diodes we have heard one

group working on covering solid anodes with a liquid coating

, in that case it was oil, showing improvement in the life

time. This area will definitely require much more atten-

tion as the LIB program grows. We did not solve yet the

problem of having a diode which can be used one per second.

And everbody is probably thinking about it; having his own

wishful dreams how to do it.

The present diodes that we have heard include MID, PED,

and RPD. Their major problem is the beam brightness. The

13
ion beam right now has reached a level of brightness of 10

2 2
W/cm /rad which means that if one can focus the ion beam

into a cone having half an angle of 1 radian, then one should

13 2
be able to achieve 10 W/cm . This is, however, short by

a factor of 30 or so from what would be needed for pellet com-

pression. The present belief is that voltage would be in-

creased from the 1 MV up to 4 MV domain reaching another order

of magnitude in brightness and then using bunching of the beam

will give an extra factor of 3 so one could reach the promised

land.
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The transport of LIB was tested both by theory and ex-

periment showing very good propagation when the channel is

well made. However, when the channel does not have the cor-

rect parameters, transport ceases to exist which means that

much more work is needed on that subject. In present geome-

try definitely much more work is needed on the transport for

a reactor system. Both B transport and large channel con-

cepts specifically by the NRL group have been presented. The

large channel concept requires final focusing near the pellet

and I have suggested one possibility which involves the use

of a laser shining onto the target and generating a magnetic

lens in the blowoff plasma from the target itself. Such mag-

netic field structure have been observed by the people that

use CO2 lasers.

Reactor scenarios have been presented with the basic

premise that if one can bring the ion beam on target and get

an explosion of 1 - 3 GJ, then a reactor cavity can be built

to contain this explosion and to extract the energy in a

peaceful manner to produce between 1/3 and 1 GJ electric.

The general feeling of this community is that we can gen-

erate the needed energies on a time scale which is much

shorter than the twenty years that everybody talks about fusion

and ohserve compression experiments during this decade rather

than the next one. Thank you.
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PROGRAM

International Topical Meeting on ICF Research

by Light-Ion Beam

May 11 & 12, 1982

The Technological University of Nagaoka, Nagaoka,

Niigata 949-54, Japan

May 11 (Tue), 1982

13:00 - 13:15 Opening Address (Chairman-. K. Yatsui)

M. Matsui : Welcoming Address

K. Yatsui : Opening Remarks

13:15 - 16:30 Session A. Generation and Focusing of LIB

(Chairman: K. Yatsui and M. Matsui)

S. A. Goldstein: High-Intensity Light-Ion Beam Research

at NRL

K. Yatsui : Generation and Geometric Focusing of

an Intense Pulsed Light-Ion Beam at

Nagaoka

A. Kitamura : Extraction of Pulsed Ion Beams from an

Anode covered with Liquid Material

Y. Matsukawa : Production of Ion Beam by Conical

Pinched Electron Beam Diode

M. Yokoyama : Light Ion Beams Generation in Dense

Plasma Focus

Coffee break

16:45 - 18:00 Visit to Laboratory of Beam-Fusion Technology,

The Technological University of Nagaoka

18:00 - Banquet

The Technological University of Nagaoka
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May 12 (Wed), 1982

9:00 - 10:50 Session B. LIB Transport

(Chairman: G. Cooperstein & K. Niu)

K. Yatsui : Transport of Light-Ion Beam through Wall-

Stabilized Plasma Channel at Nagaoka

T. Okada : Filamentation and Two-Stream Instabilities

of Light-Ion Beam

H. Murakami

T. Kato

Coffee break

11:00 - 12:45

Light-Ion Beam Propagation in Fusion Reac-

tor

Thermodynamic Investigation of the Optimal

Condition of Light-Ion Beam Propagation in

a Plasma

S. Kawata

R. Katoh

Session C. Target Design and Interactions

(Chairman: K. Estabrook and S. Yano)

: Implosion andStability of Light-Ion Beam

Target

: Approximation Formula to the Equation of

the State of the Degenerated Electron Gas

M. Ogasawara : Magnetic-Field-Generating Thermal Insta-

bility in the Case of ICF by Light-Ion

Beam

Sources of Hot Electrons in Laser-Plasma

Interaction with Emphasis on Raman and

Turbulence Absorption

Lunch

Session D. Pulse-Power Technology and Reactor

Design

(Chairman: Shyke A. Goldstein & Y. Matsukawa)

K. Estabrook

12:45 - 14:00

14:00 - 16:15
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A. C. Kolb

Y. Suzuki

K. Niu

T. Tazima

Y. Oka

Coffee break

16:30 - 17:15

Activities of Pulse-Power Technology at

Maxwell Laboratories, Inc.

Pulse-Power Machine for 10 MeV Light-Ion

Beam Driver

Proposal of Light-Ion Beam Fusion System

A Concept of Advanced Inertia Fusion

Reactor: TAKANAWA-I

Preliminary Design of Light-Ion Beam Fu-

sion Reactors, UTLIF (1) and ADLIB-I

Session E. Summary

(Chairman: K. Yatsui)

Shyke A. Goldstein: Summarizing Impressions of Beam

M. Matsui

Meeting at Nagaoka
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